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ABSTRACT
The performance of computer-implemented systems
for data storage, retrieval, and update is investigated.
A data structure is modeled by a set D = {d 1, d . d D
of data bases. A set of questions A = {Xlk 2 ."'
about any d E D may be answered. A memory that is
bit-addressable by an algorithm or an automaton models
a computer. A retrieval system is composed of a partic-
ular mapping of data bases onto memory representations
and a particular algorithm or automaton. By accessing
bits of memory the algorithm can answer any X E A about
the d represented in memory and can update memory to
represent a new d* E D. Lower bounds are derived for
the performance measures of storage efficiency, retrieval
efficiency, and update efficiency. The minima are simul-
taneously attainable by a retrieval system for some data
structures of interest. Trading relations between the
measures exist for other data structures.
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I. INTRODUCTION
1.1 A DATA PROBLEM
Consider the problem of keeping a course record of the most recent test scores for
three students whose test scores range from 0 to 7. There is a need for a course record
system that provides a method for representing the observed data (scores), retrieving
part or all of the data (scores'), and modifying or updating the data (scores) when neces-
sary. A tabular listing of individual scores is the most common course record system.
Design of a data system for problems involvin- rge amounts of data, retrieval of
relevant parts of the data, and occasional update of the data requires careful considera-
tion of the following questions: (i) What are the data? (ii) What services should the data
system provide? The system designer and potential system users would want to know
something of the system performance and expenses, or more precisely, (iii) How is sys-
tem performance measured? (iv) How well can a system perform? (v) What is the "best'
possible system?
This section gives an informal discussion of these questions. A definition of data
is presented in section 2. 1; a definition of a computer-implemented data system is pre-
sented in sections 2.2 and 2. 3. System performance is considered in section 2.4 End
results for some measures of system performance are presented in sections 2. 5 and
2.6 and in Section III. The "best" system is considered-in Section IV.
1.2 DATA MODEL
The model of data used in this report is based on two concepts that were developed
by Elias 1 and Welch. 2 First, a data problem includes a finite collection or ensemble
of data bases that might be observed. At any given time only a single data base from the
collection of possible data bases is actually observed. For the course record example,
the collection of possible data bases is the finite collection of all 8 = 512 possible
course records of three test scores. At any given time only a single course record from
this collection is actually observed.
The concept of a collection of possible data bases is implicit in many practical data
systems such as hash coding systems for tables. and, in fact, hash coding systems con-
sidered by Minsky and Papert 3 were helpful in formulating this model of data. In stan-
dard hash coding systems for tables it is implicitly assumed that each table entry is
from a fixed range of values and that the number of table entries is no larger than some
integer N (see Mi:.sky and Papert. Knuth, 4 or Morris ). These two assumotions imply
that we can expect to observe a single table from the finite collection of tables of N or
fewer entries from a fixed range of values. As another examFle of a collection of data
bases, there are many possible shelf lists for a library. Any library has a single shelf
list that is a member of the (very large) collection of possible shelf lists.
The second (-rncept in the definition of data is that questions from a finite set of
1
retrieval questions determined by potential system users may be asked of the observed
data base, no matter which data base from the collection of possible data bases is actu-
ally observed. For the class record example, the questions "What is the first student's
score?" 'What is the second student's score?" and What is the third student's score?"
may be asked of the observed class record, no matter which record is observed.
The concept of a single set of retrieval questions is implicit in many data systems.
For example, standard hash coding systems for tables are designed to answer questions
of the form "Is the value x a table entry?" (one question for each value x in the fixed
entry value range) about the observed table no matter which table is observed. As another
example, library retrieval schemes are designed to answer questions of the form "Are
there books by the author in this library, and if so where are they?" (one ques-
tion for each author), "Are there books with the title in this library and if so
where are they?" (one question for each title), and "Are there books on the subject
in this library, and if so where are they? " (one question for each general subject).
Data are modeled by a collection of possible data bases and a set of retrieval ques-
tions. Any data base is completely characterized by the answers it gives to the ques-
tions. For the class record example, any class record is completely characterized by
the individual test scores (i. e., the answers it gives to the individual score questions).
In standard hash coding systems for tables, any table is completely characterized
by its ent-ry values. In determining the value presence question set, the community of
potential hash coding system users in effect determined that the presence or absence
of values is the only characterization of tables necessary for their purposes. Ordering
of table entries is irrelevant, and distinguishing between a table's first entry and last
entry is not possible in the hashed representation of a table. As another example, con-
sider libraries. For the purposes of a community of potential library users, a library
shelf list is completely characterized by the locations of books with a certain author,
title, or subject (i. e., the answers to the library retrieval questions).
In summary, data are modeled as follows:
(i) There is a finite collection of possible data bases, only a single one of which is
observed at any given time.
(ii) There is a finite collection of retrieval questions that may be asked of the
observed data base, no matter which data base is actually observed.
(iii) A data base is completely characterized by the answers that it gives to the
retrieval questions.
Many practical data problems (see Knuth4 for examples) are accurately modeled by
a finite collection of data bases and a finite set of retrieval questions. But, as with any
model, it is important to consider which practical data problems are not adequately
modeled. The definition of data which we have given does not adequately model problems
with an infinite collection of possible data bases or problems with hierarchical question
sets (i. e., sets where some questions are appropriate only for certain observed data
bases). A discussion of the first case is more appropriately left for Section V, since
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it usually occurs in conjunction with certain types of updates on the observed data base.
Hierarchical questions can be modeled by questions of the form "If an appropriate data
base was observed, then what ... ?" or "Assuming that an appropriate data base was
observed, what .. . ? An inappropriate data base will give an error" answer to ques-
tions of the first form and a wrong answer to questions of the second form without indi-
cating any error. Neither form seems entirely satisfactory, since the first form implies
the existence of a large subset of questions that are inappropriate for an observed data
base and the second form requires memorizing information by a user so that he can ask
appropriate questions. Codd 6 and Earley 7 are among those who have developed other
models of data.
1.3 RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS FOR DATA
Given a collection of possible data bases and a set of questions, it is useful to have
a retrieval system enabling a user to obtain the answer to any question about the
observed data base conveniently and, when necE ssary, to update the observed data base
conveniently. For the class record example, a tabular list of the three test scores
allows an interested person to retrieve the observed score of an individual student con-
veniently and an authorized person to change observed entry values (scores) in the tabu-
lar list conveniently.
A retrieval system must provide a method for representing any observed data base
and a method for answering any retrieval question about the observed data base. For
a given question, the method for answering the question must be independent of the
observed data base. To allow the method to depend upon the observed data base would
presuppose some knowledge of the observed data base by the user in order to determine
which method is appropriate. Knowledgeable users would have no need of a retrieval
system. For problems involving frequent modification or update of the observed data
base, a retrieval system should provide a method for updating the observed data base.
1.4 COMPUTER-IMPLEMENTED RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS
Frequently, retrieval systems are implemented on a computer. Some of the costs
of computer-implemented retrieval systems, with primary emphasis on updating costs,
are investigated here. Rather than studying system costs for a particular computer,;
model of a computer reflecting many important properties of most computers is used
(sec. 2. 2). A person with a retrieval problem should not be forced to alter his view of
data in order to use a retrieval system. Such a computer-implemented retrieval sys-
tem should provide (i) a method for representing any observed data base in computer
memory, and (ii) for each retrieval question in the question set a single algorithmic
method for answering the question about the observed data base.
Note that the requirement that the algorithmic method for answering a question be
independent of the observed data base implies a strict separation of "program" and
'data" for computer-implemented retrieval systems. The 'program" (algorithmic
3
method) for answering a question must remain constant while presumably the computer
memory state (representing the observed "data) differs for different observed data
bases.
For problems involving frequent updates of the observed data base, computer-
implemented retrieval systems should also provide (iii) a method for updating the
observed data base represented in computer memory. Problems including no updates
and systems providing no updates (called static retrieval problems and static. retrieval
systems, respectively) are presented in Section II, and updates are included in the data
model in Section III.
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II. STATIC RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS
2. 1 RETRIEVAL PROBLEMS
The following model of a retrieval problem was developed by Elias and by Welch.
A retrieval problem is a collection or ensemble of data bases that might be observed
and a collection of retrieval questions that may be asked of any data base. Only a single
data base from the collection of possible data bases is observed at a given time. The
collection of retrieval questions is determined before observing a data base. No matter
which data base is observed later, only questions from the predetermined collection of
retrieval questions may be asked.
The collection or ensemble of data bases (called a data structure) is a finite set
D = {d1, d2 , ... , d Dl } of data bases d. Unfortunately, there appears to be no uniform
terminology for retrieval problems. Because of possible conflict with other definitions
of the word "n data structure" appearing elsewhere, it must be emphasized that the data
structure D is not a single complex entity constructed from basic elements d. A data
structure is simply the ensemble or collection of data bases that might be observed.
The retrieval question set is a finite set A = {kj j E J} of retrieval questions j
indexed by the members j of an index set J. Usually it will be most convenient to let
the index set be the finite subset of integers J = {1, 2,..., I A }, where I denotes the
cardinality of a set. The answer to retrieval question Xj about data base d is denoted
X.d. An answer may be a number, an English phrase, a list of books, and so forth. The
set of all possible answers to the question Xj is denoted by X D.
The collection of data bases D and the collection of retrieval questions A constitute
a static retrieval problem, denoted (D, A).
The following example of a retrieval problem is useful for illustrating the results
that will be presented.
Example 1
The set of possible data bases is the collection of possible three-entry tables where
the table entries are integers in the range 0-7 inclusive. The set of retrieval questions
is kl: "What is the value of the first entry?' X2: "What is the value of the second
entry?" 3: "What is the value of the third entry?" The retrieval problem is (D,A),
where D = {0, . 7.,} and A= {x j E J = {1, 2, 3}}.
The cardinality of the set D is 512, since there are 8 = 512 different tables of three
entries. Each three-entry table is a data base d in the collection of possible data
bases D. For the data base (1, 3, 5) (i.e., the three-entry table whose first entry is 1,
second entry is 3, and third entry is 5) Xld = 1, k2d = 3, and k3d = 5. Over the col-
lection of possible data bases, the set of possible answers to the question 1 is D =
{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}.
A question partitions the collection of data bases into equivalence classes, where
the equivalence class [d]k contains all data bases that give the same answer to the
5
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question X as data base d gives.
[di = {d' c D Xd=Xd'}
in example 1 the question XI divides the collection of data bases into 8 equivalence
classes of 64 tables each. The equivalence class [(1, 3, 5) ] contains all 64 data bases
that give the same answer to the question \1 as the data base (1, 3, 5) (i.e., the class
contains all 64 different tables with first-entry value 1). For a question let DX be the
set of equivalence classes over the question .
D = {[d]x dE D}
In example 1, D is a set whose members are the 8 different equivalence classes over
question X 1'
In a similar manner the entire set of questions A divides the collection of data bases
into equivalence classes. Two data bases d and are in the same equivalence class
over all questions if and only if for each question X, the answer to about the data
base d is the same as the answer to k about the data base d'.
[dA ={d' EDI )k XE A, Xd = Xd'}
DA = {[d]AI d E D}
In example 1, the entire set of questions divides the collection of data bases into 512
equivalence classes, where each class contains a single table. No two tables give the
same answer to each question. For any two tables there is at least one question that
will be answered differently.
Two data bases from a retrieval problem (D, A) which give the same answer for each
retrieval question (i. e., are in the same equivalence class [diA) are said to be pseudo-
identical. If two data bases are indistinguishable over the question set A, then in
determining the question set the users will have implicitly stated that there is no
important difference between the two data bases. From the user' s point of view they
might as well be treated as a single data base with a new name, say [d]A. If two data
bases are indistinguishable over the question set A, then the two data bases may be
represeated in a retrieval system in exactly the same manner. From the point of view
of a retrieval system designer, the system may be designed as if the two data bases
were a single data base with a new name, say [diA.
A retrieval problem ({D, A) is said to be complete if and only if no two data bases mn
D are pseudoidentical over A. If a retrieval problem (D, A) is not complete, then it
can be redefined on the collection of data bases DA = {[d]AI d E D}, and the problem
(DA, A) is complete.
Two questions X and X' from a retrieval roblem (D, A) are said to be strongly
1-1
related if and only if there exists an invertible function f: D -- 'D such that for any
onto
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d E D X' d = f(kd). Two questions are strongly related if they are essentially rewordings
of one another. If there is a pair of strongly related questions in a retrieval problem,
one of the questions may be dropped from the question set with little loss in convenience
to the user. If there is a pair of strongly related questions and X' in a retrieval
problem, a system designer can construct a method for answering the question X' simply
by adding a translator (computing f) to the method for answering the question .
A question from a retrieval problem (D, A) is said to be a constant question if and
only if Xd = d' for all data bases d and d' in D. If a retrieval problem includes a con-
stant question , a system designer need not construct a method for answering the ques-
tion X, since the user already knows the answer to the question X no matter which data
base is observed. -
A retrieval problem is said to be reduced if and only if it includes no strongly related
questions and no constant questions. If a retrieval problem (D, A) is not reduced, it may
be redefined over the question set A' formed by dropping a question from pairs of
strongly related questions and dropping all constant questions. The problem (D, A') is
reduced, but not necessarily complete.
Example 2
An example of a retrieval problem that is neither complete nor reduced is the fol-
lowing. The collection of data bases D is the set of tables of three entries drawn from
the set of integers 0 through 7 inclusive. The retrieval question set A is {k 1: What
is the smallest entry?" k2: "What is the second smallest entry?" k 3: What is the third
smallest entry?" X4: What is the largest entry?" k: 'What is the second largest
entry?" 6: "What is the third largest entry?"}
The questions K1 : What is the smallest entry?" and 6: "What is the third largest
entry? are strongly related. Any data base in D gives exactly the same answer for
k1 and 6' since each data base has exactly three entries. The identity map f satisfies
X6d = f(k l d) for any d in D. Similarly, the pairs of questions 2, k 5 and 3, k4 are
strongly related. The retrieval problem may be reduced by dropping X6, K5, X4 from
the question set. The retrieval problem (D,A' = {X1 k2, 3 }) is reduced but not
complete.
The pair of data bases d = (1, 3, 5) and d' = (3, 5, 1) in the original problem (D, A) are
pseudoidenticaL Both d and d' give exactly the same answers for every question in
the question set (ld = k 1 d = 1, k2 d = k2 c = 3, 3 = X3 (d = 5, X4 d =X d' =5, Xd = 5cd=
3, k6d = 6 d = 1). In choosing the question set, the community of users has implied
that the ordering of entries within a table is not of importance, since reordering the
entries of a table does not change the answer to any question. The retrieval problem
may be made complete by considering the collection of equivalence classes over the
entire question set to be the collection of data bases. For example, the class [(1, 3, 5) A =
{(1, 3, 5), (1, 5, 3), (3, 1, 5), (3, 5, 1), (5, 1, 3), (5, 3, 1)}would be a single data base in the
collection of data bases DA. The retrieval problem (DA, A) is complete but not reduced.
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The retrieval problem (DA, A' = {X 1, X2 X3}) is both reduced and complete.
This report presents results for reduced, complete retrieval problems. Any
retrieval problem may be reduced and made complete by the methods discussed here.
A user interested in a nonreduced or noncomplete retrieval problem may use a retrieval
system solving the corresponding reduced complete retrieval problem with little loss
in convenience. Alternatively, a retrieval system solving a nonreduced and noncomplete
problem may be constructed with a simple modification to a system solving the cor-
responding reduced complete problem.
Several related formal definitions are possible for mathematical problems identical
tc the information-retrieval problem. One could consider a finite family of functions
A =,I ' 2 .. , X1 A I} defined on a common finite domain D = {dl, d2 ,..., d DI. The
value of the i function at domain point d is Xkid. The common domain corresponds to
the collection of data bases, and the family of functions corresponds to the set of
retrieval questions. The construction of a computer system capable of representing any
single domain point and of computing the value of each of the functions at the stored
domain point could then be investigated. Elias has investigated 8 properties of static
computer systems solving this problem for several particular families of functions.
Alternatively, we could consider a finite family of labeled partitions {DI, IX E A} of
a finite set D ={dI, d2,. , dD } . The label of the class in the 1 th partition containing
the set element d is Xkd. he partitioned set corresponds to the collection of data
1
bases. Each partition in the family of partitions corresponds to a retrieval question in
the retrieval question set. The label of the class in the it h partition containing the set
element d corresponds to the answer to the i retrieval question about the data base d.
We could then investigate the construction of a computer system capable of representing
any single set element and of calculating the label in each of the partitions of the class
containing the set element. This formulation of the problem was suggested by Profe-sor
D. W. Lovelad, Chairman, Computer Science Department, Duke University.
2.2 COMPUTER MODEL
Once the information about a sample has been gathered, it would be useful to store
the information in a computer system. The purpose of such a retrieval system is to
make the information about the observed data base easily and conveniently available to
a community of interested users. Rather than investigating the properties of retrieval
systems for a specific computer, it is more appropriate to consider a model of a com-
puter which reflects the capabilities and performance of a wide range of computers. A
computer is modeled by a cell-addressable (random access) memory .X and a set of
algorithms or machines a.
The memory reflects the random-access storage capability of most computers.
The memory .X comprises a finite number of cells, each of which can be set to any
value from a finite alphabet B. Let Y(.4') denote the number of cells in memory ..
The cells of memory .4 are indexed with the integers 1, 2,..., .Y (X ) for accessing
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purposes.
Let S( .', t) be the state of memory.' at time t. S(.) will be used when the time
is unambiguous or where the memory state is not time-dependent. This state could be
described by listing the values in the memory cells 4' (1), .' (Z), . . ., .'(W(.( )). For
notational consistency this state will be described by a function from the integers
N -= {, 2,..., ( )} to the alphabet B. Such a function is denoted by a set of
ordered pairs, where the first member of a pair is an integer cell address and the
second member is the value of the memory cell with that address.
S( X ) = {(1, X(l)) (2, X(2)) ... (. (j), X (_~(X !))}.
Although, strictly speaking, the state of memory is a function, it is convenient to refer
to such a function as a sequence. Let BL be the set of all functions defined on the domain
NL = {1, 2,.. ., L} and taking values in B (i. e., sequences of values from the alphabet B
of length L). Let B be the set of all functions on some finite domain N = {1, 2 ... , j}
for some j and taking values in B (i. e., all finite sequences of values from the alpha-
bet B regardless of length). Occasionally it will be more convenient to describe a
memory state informally by a string of .(A) values from the alphabet B. The cor-
respondence between the string and the function from N_,(.4F) to B is the obvious
one.
The algorithms or machines correspond to the central processing unit of a computer.
To reflect the mernory accessing capabilities of most computer CPU's, the algorithms
are given the capability of reading from any memory cell and writing into any memory
celL More precisely, an algorithm is connected to a memory 4f by an address line
and a read-write line. There is an infinite set of memories ' = {I. 1' 2 "} to
which the algorithms might be connected, each of different length .°(.4A 1) = 1,
.2(.4 2) = 2, . n... algorithm a is connected by the system designer to a single suf-
ficiently large memory 4' E (i. e., a memory including every cell the algorithm a
might ever access), so that the algorithm neither knows" nor cares' which (sufficiently
large) memory X.4 is actually connected.
If an algorithm specifies an iteger cell address on the address line and the value
"read' on the read-write line, the value of the memory cell with the specified address
is returned from the memory -4' to the algorithm on the read-write line. The value
of the specified memory cell is unchanged by tne read operation. If the algorithm spec-
ifies an integer address on the address line and a value from the alphabet B on the read-
write line, the memory cell with the specified address is set to the specified value.
An algorithm ha- an output tape for coiununicating with the user. Strictly speaking,
the output of an algorithm should be a string from a finite output alphabet. Most com-
puter output is in the form of a finite string of values from the roman alphabet, integer
characters 0 through 9, and a few special characters such as 'blank", *, etc. On the
other hand, the answer to a question about a data base can be an English phrase, a list
of books, a number, etc. After an algorithm halts, the user - left with the task of
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decoding the finite string on the output tape (i. e., interpreting the string as an answer
to his question). The decoding problem is not of direct importance to the problems that
we are now considering. The output alphabet of an algorithm will be defined shortly in
a manner designed to minimize the decoding problem.
An algorithm is formally a halting automaton defined by a 6 -tuple {sj, Sj, vj,
0., 2 , s}, where s is the starting state; S is the state set including a halting state sh
and a continuing state set Sc = S-Sh; v is an address function v:Sc - ; N j
is an operation function 8.:Sc - B {'read'}; P.j is an output function with domain
Sc X B U {'write'}; and a- is a state transition function .: S X B U {'write'} S -.
The algorithm is placed in starting state s(t) = s at time t = 1. If at time t the
algorithm is in state s(t) = s and memory is in state S( 4, t), the algorithm places the
value v(s) on the address line and places the value 0 j(s) on the read-write line. If
0j () = 'reacd, the algorithm reads the value b = X (v j(s)) from the v j(s)t h memory cell,
writes the value s2(s, b) on the output tape, and enters state a-.(s,b), leaving mem-
ory in state S(.4X,tl) = S(.,t). If (s) E B, the algorithm writes the value b=
Oj(S) into the v(s)t h memory cell, writes the value Qj(s, 'write') on the output
tape, and enters state - .(s, 'write') = s(t+l), leaving the memory in state S(., t+l) 
S(X,t) - {(vi(s). -(V.(S),t))} U {(vj(s),b)}.
A composite algorithm or machine aJ is the union of the algorithms indexed by the
members of the index set J. Formally a J = {Si SJ, VJ OX 0- aj} where
J j
Although aJ is a single composite algorithm with several starting states, it will be
useful to refer to aJ informally as a set of individual algorithms a j.
2. 3 COMPUTER-IMPLEMENTED RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS
A retrieval system for a retrieval problem provides a method for retaining the
information about any single observed data base and for obtaining the answer to any
retrieval question about the observed data base. A retrieval system implemented on
the computer model must provide (a) a method for representing any single observed data
base in computer memory and (b) a method for answering any retrieval question about
the observed data base represented in computer memory. A user of a retrieval system
might also want (c) a method for modifying or updating the observed data base repre-
sented in computer memory.
(a): A method for representing any single observed data base in computer memory.
An observed data base itself cannot be put into memory (memory is composed of indexed
cells containing values from the finite alphabet B). A string of values from the alpha-
bet B representing the observed data base is stored in memory. A computer-implemented
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retrieval system provides a representation map p from D the collection of possible data
bases to sequences in B which can be placed in memory to represent a data base.
Requiring that a memory representation specify values for each and every memory
cell is unnecessarily restrictive. Most computer systems assign certain sections of
memory to a user. Other users are allowed to write in cells in the unassigned sections
of memory. For example, a linked list scheme assigns certain sections of memory to
a user. A user's sections of memory are linearly chained together by including in each
section a special link field giving the address of the next section of memory assigned to
the use:-. Unassigned memory cells between the user's memory sections may be filled
by other users or by the system programmer. Representations that specify values for
only some of the cells of memory are necessary to model practical memory allocation
schemes such as the linked list allocation scheme.
A representation for a data base is a specification of values from the alphabet B for
some of the memory cells. A representation could be described by the sequence of
values from the alphabet B specified for the indexed sequence of memory cells. A
special place-holder symbol, -, which is not in the alphabet B, may be used in the
sequence to indicate that the corresponding memery cell has no value specified by the
representation. For example, the representation that specifies the value 0 for the first
memory cell and the value 0 for the third memory cell can be described by the sequence
0-0 for a memory of length 3, or 0-0- for a memory of length 4, or 0-0-- for a memory
of length 5, etc. To make different descriptions of a representation for different memory
lengths unnecessary, all trailing place-holder symbols may be dropped from the
description. The representation specifying value 0 for the first memory cell and value 0
for the third memory cell can be described by the sequence 0-0, regardless of the length
of memory.
Formally, a representation is a function from a set of integer cell addresses to
values from the alphabet B. The domain of the function is the set of addresses of mem-
ory cells that have values specified by the representation. Because the domain of the
function is a finite subset of the positive integers, a representation is a partial function
to the alphabet B. Let Bt denote the set of all partial functions from a finite subset of
the positive integers to the alphabet B.
A representation is denoted by a set of ordered pairs where the first member of a
pair is a cell address in the domain of the representation and the second member of a
pair is the value specified by the representation for the memory cell with the corre-
sponding address. For example, the representation that specifies value 0 for the first
memory cell and value 0 for the third memory cell is denoted {(1, 0), (3, 0)}. Informal
descriptions of a representation such as 0-0 will be used where it seems more
convenient.
A representation m is placed in memory .4 by setting the memory cells with
addresses i in the domain of the representation m to the value m(i) specified by the rep-
resentation (partial funmction), so that .X(i)= m(i) for all i in Domain(m). Note that after
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a representation m has been placed in memory .,, m C (), where C denotes inclu-
sion in the set sense. For example, if the representation {(1, 0), (3, O)} specifying value 0
for cell 1 and value 0 for cell 3 is placed in memory '3 of length 3, and if another user
fills in unspecified cell 2 with value 1, then S(. 3) = {(l,0), (Z, 1), (3, 0)} and m = {(1,0),
(3, )}C {(1,0), (2, 1), (3, 0) = S(~(3).
Requiring that the representaticn map p be a function is unnecessarily restrictive.
Many computer systems allow several different representations for a single data base.
For example, hashing schemes for tables allow- several different representations for
the same table. The hashed representation of a table depends upon the order in which
the table entries were made. Representation maps allowing several memory representa-
tions for the same data base are necessary to model practical retrieval schemes such
as the hashing scheme for tables. A memory representation map p may map a single
data base in the collection of data bases D to a finite number of different representations
(or more precisely partial functions) in the range Bt
Define L(p), the length of a representation map p:D - Bt to be max max max
dED mEp(d)
Domain (m). The length of a representation map p is the largest address that has a
value specified by some representation in p.
(b): A method for answering any retrieval question about the observed data base repre-
sented in computer memory.
A user interested in obtaining the answer to a retrieval question must use an algorithm
to access the computer memory storing a representation of the observed data base. A
retrieval system must provide a composite algorithm a J (or set of algorithms a =
{a j I j E J}) capable of printing the answer to anyretrieval question Xj E A = {kij i j J}
about the observed data base represented in computer memory. There must be one
starting state sj (algorithm a ) for each retrieval question k.. To make the decoding
as easy as possible, it will be assumed that the output alphabet of algorithm aj is X jD,
the answer space for retrieval question Xj. When started, the algorithm aj must print
the answer )X d to retrieval question k. about the observed data base d and halt without
3J
having changed the data base reDresented in memory, no matter which d E D is observed,
no matter which representation mE p(d) for a is placed in memory 4. no matter
which memory -Jr E .1 is connected to the algorithm provided it is sufficiently long,
and no matter how other users choose to fill in the cells of -Xt that have no values spec-
ified by the representation m.
More precisely, an algorithm aj is defined to answer kj about D using p with
4 L iff L > L(p) (i. e., memory is sufficiently large) and ) d E D, m E P(d),
V) S(- Lt=l) such that m C_ 8(., t=l), when connected to memory -X' L in state
S(- L' t=l) and started, the algorithm aj accesses a sequence of integer addresses in
[1, L], prints the answer Xkd, and halts in finite time tf with memory in a state S ( L'Lf)
such that m' C S(,~ L, tf) for some representation m' E p(d).
Where unambiguous, it will be convenient to drop reference to the index set J and
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refer to a A as a set of algorithms aA to answer questions E A rather than referring
to a as a single composite algorithm containing subalgorithms aj (starting states sj)
to answer question Xj for j E J.
(c): A method for updating the observed data base represented in computer memory.
The major topic of concern in this report is the characteristics of retrieval problems
including updates and of systems providing updates. Section III gives a reasonably self-
contained presentation of this topic. It is suggested, however, that the rest of this and
the following sections on retrieval system performance be read for background before
proceeding to Section III. Retrieval problems that need no update and retrieval systems
that provide no update will be known as static retrieval problems and static retrieval
systems.
A static retrieval system (p, a A ) including a set of algorithms aA connected to mem-
ory .A L(p) is defined to solve static retrieval problem (D, A) iff a A answers A about
D using p with L(p). Note that a retrieval system could be defined more generally
to include any memory '4L where L - L(p) so that other users could be assigned high-
order as well as low-order addresses with unspecified values and retrieval algorithms
could access addresses greater than L(p). Although the results presented here are true
for this more general case, inclusion of this case in formal proofs does not seem worth-
while because of additional notational complexity. Let RID, A) be the set of all retrieval
systems which solve static retrieval problem (D, A).
In section 2. 1 a retrieval problem (example 1) was presented where the collection
of data bases was the collection of tables of three entries from the integer range 0
through 7 inclusive and the collection of retrieval questions asked for the entry values
of the observed table. There are many possible retrieval systems for this example
retrieval problem.
Example la (continued). Enumerative Field Representation Map
For memories with binary-valued cells each table can be represented by the concat-
enation of the 3-bit standard binary representation for each table entry. The represen-
tation of table (1, 3, 5) is 001 011 101, the standard binary representation 001 for the
integer value 1, fcllowed by the standard binary representation 011 for the integer
value 3, followed by the standard binary representation 101 for the integer value 5.
Formally, p((1,3 ,5)) = {m}, where m = {(1,0) (2,0) (3,1) (4,0) (5,1) (6,1) (7,1) (8,0) (9,1)}.
The algorithm a1 to answer retrieval question X1: What is the value of the first
entry?" reads and remembers the values in the first three memory cells, prints the
integer whose standard binary representation is the three values read, and halts. The
formal definition of the algorithm along with a diagram is given in Fig. 1. Similarly,
an algorithm to answer the second retrieval question X2: "What is the value of the
13
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cell 3
read
KEY:
ate caddress fnctin (s)
/ operati fuction (s)
state transition function (s, value read or 'write')/
output function f(s, value read or 'write')
Fig. 1. Retrieval algorithm a 1 of example ] a
second entry? reads the 4t h , 5 , and 6 t memory cells and an algorithm to answer the
th th r"rad h th
third retrieval question reads the 7 th , 8 th, and 9 memory cells.
Example lb (continued). Positional Field Representation Map
A second possible retrieval system for solving example 1 uses a different represen-
tation map and a different set of retrieval algorithms. The representation of a table is
the union of three partial functions on subdomains (or fields) of 8 cell addresses each.
Each partial function on a field is a positional encoding of an entry value. The positional
encoding of an entry value i specifies value 1 for the i+l1h cell address in the field and
specifies value 0 for the other seven cell addresses in the field. The representation
of the table (1, 3, 5) specifies value 1 for the 2 nd cell address of the first field
{1, 2,..., 8}, value for the 4th cell address of the second field {9, 10,. .., 16}, value 1
for the 6 th cell address of the third field {17, 18,..., 24}, and value 0 for the other cell
address in the three fields.
p((1, 3, 5)) = {{01000000 00010000 00000100oooooo}}
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The algorithm to answer )l: "What is the value of the first entry?" reads the value of
the last cell in field 1. If this cell has value 1, the algorithm prints answer "7" and
halts. Otherwise the algorithm reads the value of the next to last cell in field 1. If this
cell has value 1, the algorithm prints the answer 6" and halts. Otherwise the algo-
rithm continues to read sequentially across the first field right to left until it encounters
the single cell in this field which is set to value 1. Upon encountering the cell, the algo-
rithm prints the integer which is 8 minus the number of cells read and halts. Algorithms
to answer the second and third questions behave in a similar manner on the second and
third fields.
2. 4 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
Implementation of an information retrieval system requires the cooperative effort
of several people. The system programmer constructs a representation map p from
the collection of data bases D to representations for the data bases that can be placed
in memory. The system programmer also constructs a set of algorithms a A to answer
the set of user questions A. Because the system programmer does not know which
d E D will actually be observed, which representation m E p(d) for the observed d will
be placed in memory, how other users will fill in the free cells, or which questions the
user will ask, each algorithm must be designed to print the proper answer to the ques-
tion no matter which data base d E D is actually observed, no matter which representa-
tion m E p(d) for d is placed in memory, and no matter how other users choose to fill
in memory cells that have no value specified by the representation m. After collecting
the information about the observed data base d, the data gatherer consults the repre-
sentation map p to determine possible representations for d and attempts to place a
representation m E p(d) for the observed data base in memory .A'. With the retrieval
system (p, a A) constructed by the system programmer and the representation m E p(d)
placed in memory by the data gatherer, the user is able to answer any desired question
X E A about the data base observed by specifying an algorithm a X or a starting state s k
of the machine a A. After the algorithm halts, the user looks at the output tape and
determines the answer Xd to his question. The user may also want the ability to update
or modify the data base under consideration.
During the construction of a retrieval system, each person assures himself that his
portion of the system works correctly. Beyond that each person may ask himself how
well he can do, or more basically what does he mean by doing well and how is it mea-
sured. These are complex questions to ask of a system. They are further complicated
because each person involved in the design or operation of a system has a different view-
point. Each person may answer the questions differently.
The system programmer is concerned with the complexity of the algorithm a A and
the amount of memory that must be available for storing a representation of the observed
data base. The data gatherer is concerned with the complexity of his encoding task p
and the amount of memory that must be available for storing a representation of the data
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base he has observed. The user is concerned with the ease with which he can indicate
the information he desires, the time necessary to retrieve the desired information, the
cost of the service, and the flexibility of the service (i. e., the ease with which he can
modify or update a data base).
The memory .4 is of concern either directly or indirectly to each person involved
i: the design or operation of an information retrieval system. Performance measures
and bounds on the measures for memory are presented in section 2.5.
The time necessary to retrieve the desired information is of direct concern to the
user and of indirect concern to the system programmer. Performance measures and
bounds on the measures for information retrieval time are presented in section Z. 6.
The ease with which the observed data base can be modified or updated may be of
some importance to the user. The questions "What is meant by an update?" "How is an
update capability incorporated into an information retrieval system?" "What is meant
by doing well with respect to an update?" and "How well is it possible to do? " are the
primary concerns of this report. The meaning of the term update, appropriate measures
for the update performance of a system, and bounds on the measures are presented
in Section III. The overall performance of a system is considered in Section IV.
Before presenting these results, however, other areas of concern to the designer or
operator of an information retrieval system merit further discussion.
The complexity of computing a representation for the data base observed by using
the map p is of concern to the data gatherer; his task is a one-time initialization task.
Once a representation is placed in memory, the system may be used indefinitely for
static information retrieval without requiring further services from the data gatherer.
Thus the complexity of computing the mapping is not of major importance to the long-
term performance of an information retrieval system.
The ease with which the desired retrieval operation can be indicated is of direct con-
cern to the user and of indirect concern to 'he system programmer. From the system
programmer's point of view, this indication is the data to the program 'zA written by
the system programmer to run on a general-purpose computer. From the user's point
of view this indication is a program written by the user to run on a special-purpose
machine aA, which in turn has been simulated on a general-purpose computer by the
system programmer. Which viewpoint is adopted is a matter of personal preference.
Be it data or be it program, the indication of the information desired could not be much
more simple than the indication of one algorithm out of a set of A I algorithms. This
aspect of performance will not be investigated further.
The complexity of the algorithms a A is of direct concern to the system, programmer
and indirect concern to the user. There are several aspects to the complexity of the
algorithms aiA
One aspect is the amount of state information that must be maintained by an algo-
rithm to remember its current state. For any particular algorithm aA the amount of
this information is easily quantified by the size of the state set S, or more commonly
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by the log of the size of the state set. This measure roughly corresponds to the number
and size of the registers in the CPU of a computer.
Another aspect of the complexity of the algorithms a A is the complexity of the state
transition functions o. Certainly the complexity of a function is a topic of considerable
interest in its own right. While measures for the complexity of particular functions have
been investigated, at present there seems to be no adequate measure for the complexity
of a general function. For particular algorithms an intuitive opinion of the complexity
of the state transition function will be given. Because of the lack of an appropriate mea-
sure, however, the complexity of the algorithms will not be a topic of major consider-
ation.
In practice, the output of an algorithm is a string from a finite output alphabet which
a user must decode (i. e., interpret as an answer to his question). The output alphabet
has been redefined here to minimize this decoding task. The reader interested in the
complexity of the decoding task should consult Elias.9
2. 5 MEMORY PERFORMANCE
One measure for the memory performance of a retrieval system (p, aA) solving a
retrieval problem (D, A) is the number of memory cells dedicated to the storage of a
representation m in memory. Let ml denote the number of memory cells for which
the representation m specifies a value. Formally, I ml is the cardinality of the set m
of ordered pairs. For the representation m = {(1, 0) (3, 0)} specifying value 0 for cell 1
and value 0 for cell 3, ml = {(l, 0) (3, o)}1 = 2. This measure is similar to a measure
used by Minsky and Papert 3 and by Elias. 8
The data gatherer places a representation in memory by setting the memory cells
whose addresses are in the domain of the representation to the specified values from
the alphabet B. After a representation is placed in memory, the precise state of mem-
ory may still not be known. For example, after the representation 0-0 is placed in a
binary memory of length three by writing 0 in cell 1 and 0 in cell 3, the state of mem-
ory may be 000 or it may be 010.
A memory state is consistent with a representation if the memory cells with
addresses in the domain of the representation have the values specified by the
representation. For a binary memory of length 3 the memory states 000 and 010
are consistent with the representation 0-0. Formally, a state of meraory 8(X')
is consistent with a representation m if and only if m CS((A). For a binary
memory of length 3 memory states {(1, 0) (2, 0) (3, 0)} and (1, 0) (2, 1) (3, 0)} are
consistent with the representation m = {(1, 0) (3, 0)} since {(1,0) (3,0)} C_ {(1,0) (2,0) (3,0)}
and {(1, 0) (3, )} C2 {(1, 0) (2, 1) (3, 0)}. Note that if the set of memory addresses does
not contain the domain of a representation (i e., memory is too short), then no memory
state is consistent -with the representation.
The L-closure of a representation m is the set of memory states of length L that
are consistent with a representation m. The L-closure of a representation is the set
17
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of possible memory states after the representation has been placed in the memory of
length L. Formally, the L-closure of a partial function m (denoted mL ) is defined as
follows:
mL = {E B m C
The 3-closure of the representation m = 0-0 is m3 = {000, 010}. The *-closure of a
representation m (denoted ii,) is the L(p)-closure of m.
For any map p from D, the collection of data bases to partial functions in B , let
PL(d) = U mL and let p(d) = U .* For example, if p(d) = {1, -11}, then
mEp(d) mEp(d)
m3 = {100, 101, 110, 111}, = 011, 111}, and P 3 (d)=m U m3= {011,100, 101, 110, 111}.
The set PL(d) is the set of all possible memory states of length L after some represen-
tation for d has been placed in memory X L. The set p (d! is the set of possible memory
states of length L(p) after some representation for d has been placed in memory p
Similarly, let PL(D) = U PL(d) and p*(D) = U p*(d). The set PL(D) is the set
dED dED
of possible memory states of length L after some representation for some data base has
been placed in memory X& L and the set p,(D) is the set of possible memory states of
length L(p) after some representation for some data base has been placed in memory
-t L(p)' Note that L(D) may not be B the set of all sequences of length L.
A map p from D, a collection of data bases to B t , the set of partial functions is a
representation map for D iff for any complete reduced retrieval problem (D, A) and for
some set of retrieval algorithms A', (P'aA) solves (D, A). In other words, a map p
is a representation map for a data structure D if and only if for any retrieval problem
on D, some system - sing p solves the problem. While the definition of a representation
map is certainly pragmatic, the definition is difficult to apply to any given map p:D -B .
A simple test for any map p is presented in the following theorem which has been proved
by Elias.
Theorem 1 (Elias )
A map p:D - B t is a representation map for D iff for any two distinct data bases d
and cP in D p(d) p(d) = 0.
Theorem 1 states that a map p is a representation map for D if and only if the
*-closures of representations for distinct data bases are distinct. It is relatively easy
to perform a test for distinct closures on a map.
For example, consider the map p:D = {dl, d2} {0, l} t , p(d 1) = {-0} and p(d2 ) =
{1, -11}. Any sequence in p(d 1) must have a 0 in the first position and a 0 in the third
position. Any sequence in p(d 2) must have either a 1 in the first position or a 1 in the
third osition. Under these conditions no sequence could be in both p(dl) and p*(d 2).
Thus p*(dl) n p,(d 2 ) = 0 and p is a representation map for D. For any complete
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reduced retrieval problem on D there is a retrieval system using p which solves the
problem.
Example 3
Consider the retrieval problem (D, A) where
D = {dl, d2 }
A = {k: What is the index of the observed data base?"}.
The following retrieval system using the representation map p solves the problem.
System (p, a X ) where
p(d l) = {0-0}
p(d2 ) = {1, -11}
ak: read cell 3
if value = 1 then print '2' and halt
read cell 1
if value = 1 then print 2' and halt
print '1' and halt.
If the system designer had tried to include a short memory representation for the
data base d2 , say -0, the resulting map p(d 1) = {1, -11}, p(d 2) = {-0, 0-0} would not have
disjoint closures, since 101E p~(dl) = {011, 100, 101, 110, 111} 101E p(d 2 ) = {000, 001,
010, 100, 101}.
It would not be possible to construct a retrieval system using p' to solve the example
retrieval problem 3. No matter how the algorithm a k is designed, when connected to
a memory of length L(p) = 3 and confronted with the memory state 101 the algorithm
must print some answer and halt, since 101 E p(D). Suppose the algorithm prints '1'
and halts. The answer will be wrong if the data gatherer observed d2 , placed repre-
sentation -0 for d2 in memory by writing value 0 in cell 2, and other users wrote
value 1 in cell 1 and value I in cell 3, leaving memory in state 101. Suppose the algo-
rithm prints '21 and halts. The answer will be wrong if the data gatherer observed dl,
placed representation 1 for d in memory by writing value 1 in cell 1, and other users
wrote value 0 in cell 2 and value 1 in cell 3, leaving memory in state 101. It is impos-
sible to construct a retrieval algorithm a k such that (p', a) solves (D, A). Thus p' is
not a representation map for .
Proof of Theorem 1: Suppose a map p:D - B has disjoint L-closures for L= L(p).
For any retrieval problem (D, A) on D, it is possible to construct a retrieval system
(p, aA) solving (D, A) as follows. An algorithm to answer question reads and
remembers the sequence of values E B L in the first L cells of memory, does a table
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look-up to determine for which d E L(d) (this is true for only one d, since the
L-closures of p are disjoint), prints the answer kd, and halts.
If a map p:D - B t does not have disjoint *-closures, then there is a sequence 
such that E p(d) and p. E p(d') for some d and d' in D. There is some representation
m E p(d) for d and some other representation m' E p(d') for d' such that p. E m, and
p. E m'i. Suppose the system designer attempted to construct a retrieval system (p, aA)
using p and solving the retrieval problem (D, A) defined on D. When confronted with
the memory state p., a ., the algorithm to answer question X E A must print an answer
and halt, since E p,(D). The memory may be in state because the data gatherer
observed data base d, placed representation m E p(d) for d in memory, and other users
filled in the unspecified cells in a manner leaving memory in state . Or the memory
may be in state because the data gatherer observed data base d', placed representation
m' E p(d') for d' in memory, and other users filled in the unspecified cells in a manner
leaving memory in state p.. In one of these cases an algorithm a k to answer a question
Xk E A will print the wrong answer, since for some X Xd * Xd' (otherwise the problem
(D, A) would not be reduced). The system (p, aA) using p cannot solve the problem (D,A)
and p is not a representation map of D.
Given any map p:D - B t , the disjoint closure property of Theorem 1 provides a
straightforward method for determining whether p is a representation map for D. But
the disjoint closure property does not directly provide information about the performance
measure ml. For a representation map p for D, define
m(d) = m E p(d) m E p(d)tml I mI21
m'(d) = m 3 E p(d) ) m 4 E p(d)im 31 ¢ Im41.
The representation m(d) is one of the shortest representations for d and the represen-
tation mfd) is one of the longest representations for d. For the example representation
map 3 (dl) = {0-0} p(d 2 ) = 11, -11}, the shortest and longest representations are m(d 1 ) =
0-0, mdl) = 0-0, m(d 2) = 1, and m'(d 2 ) = -11. The following theorem proved by Elias
deals directly with the performance measure I ml.
Theorem 2 (Elias )
Let D be a data structure and let the measure I m(d) I be as defined above. If p:D - B t
is a representation map for D, then:
!Bl-im(d)l ~ 1
dED
Theorem 2 is an inequality on a summation of terms of the memory alphabet size
raised to a negative exponent. Corresponding to each data base d in D there is one
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term in the summation with negative exponent m(d) .
For the example representation map 3 discussed above, the summation of Theorem 2
becomes
-m(d 2m(d2 )1 = 2-- + - 1 1 = + 3
ED
dGD
and Theorem 2 is obeyed with strict inequality.
For the enumerative field representation map la for tables, each representation
specifies values for exactly 9 memory cells and there are 512 data bases in D. The sum-
mation of Theorem 2 becomes
-BI m(d) = 512 - 29 = 
dED
and Theorem 2 is obeyed with equality.
For the positional field representation map lb for tables, each representation speci-
fies values for exactly 24 memory cells. The summation of Theorem 2 becomes
-24 -15512 - 2 = 2 and Theorem 2 is obeyed with strict inequality.
Theorem 2 is a statement about distributions of the performance measure I m(d) for
any representation map of D. Not all of the data bases in D can have short representa-
tions and if some of the data bases have relatively short representations, then others
must have relatively long representations. The term in the summation corresponding to a
data base d with a short representation m(d) will have a small negative exponent - Im(d) 
and hence a relatively large value. For the inequality to be satisfied, the other terms
in the summation corresponding to other data bases cd must have relatively small values
and hence relatively large negative exponents -I m(d' ) And when the exponent m(cd')
is relatively large, m(c), the shortest representation for data base d', is relatively
long.
Proof of Theorem 2: For a representation map p:D - Bt let L = IAp). The L-clc(sure
of m(d) contains IB!L-I m(d) sequences, since there are L - m(d) cells with unspeci-
fied values and B ways to fill in each unspecified cell.
E IL(d) = E IBIL-I m(d) BL
dED dED
The inequality follows from the observations:
(i) The L-closures of p over d E D are disjoint
(ii) The L-closure of m(d) is contained in the L-closure of p(d), since m(d)E p(d)
(iii) There are I BI L different sequences of values from the alphabet B of length L.
Dividing this equation by I B L yields Theorem 2.
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While Theorem 2 deals directly with the performance measure ml, it is relatively
difficult to fathom the implications of the inequality for system performance parameters
of direct interest to the system user or system programmer.
The user with a static retrieval problem deals with the single data base d observed
by the data gatherer for a long period of time. For the use of a retrieval system he must
pay for use of ml memory cells if the data gatherer placed the representation m E p(d)
for the observed data base in memory. A helpful data gatherer interested in minimizing
memory costs would place m(d), the shortest representation for observed data base d,
in merlory. For other reasons, the data gatherer might place m'(d), the longest repre-
sentation for the observed data base d, in memory. In either case a user of a system
would be interested in the greatest cost he might find himself paying for memory, since
he deals with a single data base for long periods of time. More precisely, he would be
interested in the following parameters of his system:
max I m(d)l and max m'(d)|.
dED dED
The system programmer might find it difficult to allocate the unspecified memory
cells efficiently between other memory cells dedicated to a single user. In this case he
would want to assign a contiguous section of memory to a retrieval system. 'The span of
a representation map p (denoted span(p)) is the smallest set of contiguous memory cells
capable of holding any representation in the representation map. More precisely, the span
of a representation map p for D is the set of memory cells with addresses between
min min Domain(m) and max max Domain(m) = L(p)
mEp(D) mEp(D)
inclusive. The span of example representation map 3 is the set of cells with addresses
1, 2, 3, since
mrin min Domain(m) = min Domain(O-O) = 1
mEp(D)
and
max max Domain(m) = max Domain(O-O) = 3.
mEp(D)
Any representation m in p(D) may be placed in the first three memory cells. The fol-
lowing theorem deals with system parameters of direct interest to the system designer
and system user.
Theorem 3 (Elias 1
Let D be a data structure and let the measures I m(d) I be as defined above.
(i) If p:D - B is a representation map for D, then
Ispantp)l - max m(d)| a logI I D1.
(ii) There is a representation map p: D- B for D such that
Ispan(p)l = max Im'(d) = [logB I I DItiED
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Part (i) states that in any representation map p:D -Bt for D the largest represen-
tation specifies values for at least [loglBI DI 1 memory cells. Even if the data gatherer
always conserves memory resources by placing in memory the shortest representation
m(d) for observed data base d, observing some data base will require placing in mem-
ory a representation specifying values for at least I log Bl I D 1 cells. Similarly, the
span o any representation map p:D - Bt for D contains at least [ log, Bj DI] consecutive
memory cells.
For the example data structure 3, D = 1 , d2 } the lower bound on the per-
formance measures of a representation map to a binary alphabet is flogB I i IDil=
[ log2 I {d, dZ}l = 1 . The performance measures of any representation map to a binary
alphabet are no less than 1. For the example representation map 3 the performance
measures are
max ax { m(d ) |, I m( d 2 ) i} = max {- 0 - 1, I l!} - 2
dEDmax I md)1 =max lm'd pl, I'd 2 )i}=d max{IO-Oj, -1L} 2
and
I span(p)] = {cell 1, cell 2, cell 3}1 = 3.
For the example data structure 1 containing all tables of three entries drawn from
the integer range [0, 7], the lower bound on the performance measures of any represen-
tation map to a binary alphabet is log2 15121 = 9. The performance measures of the
enumerative field representation map la are
]span(p) I = max md) max Im(d) = 9.
dED dED
The performance measures of the positional field representation map I b are
span(p) I = max m'(d) max !m(d)I = 24.dED dED
Part (ii) states that for any data structure D, there is a representation map which
attains the lower bound of part (i) in all memory performance measures.
For the example data structure 3, the lower bound is 1, and the performance mea-
sures of the map p(dl) = {0}, p(d 2 ) ={1} are all 1. For the table example 1, the lower bound
is 9 and the performance measures of the enumerative field representation map are all 9.
For any data structure D, one representation map which attains the bound of part (i) is
an enumerative encoding of D into sequences of length L = logI B I DI 1 The L-closures
of an enumerative encoding are disjoint so by Theorem I the encoding is a representation
map for D. This enumerative encoding may be difficult for tne data gatherer to
compute. 1 0
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Proof of Theorem 3: Let m = max Im(d)j.
dED
IDIIBI max j IBIIm(d 1
dED
-m a 1 3 m (d~ l D and the second
The first inequality follows from BI mlax < iBj - m(d) dE D and the second
inequality is Theorem Z. Rearranging the end terms of the inequality, taking logarithms
to the base I BI, and using the fact that mnax is an integer, yields part (i).
As we have mentioned, an enumerative encoding attains the bounds of part (i).
The worst-case memory performance measures of Theorem 3 are of interest to a
potential user with a static retrieval problem, since he might find himself paying the
costs of worst-case performance for a long time. Average performance measures are
more appropriate when the system programmer supplies several copies of a reti 'eval
system to several different users whose individual data gatherers independently observe
possibly different data base from D or when in a single system the existing data base
is changed from time to time (as it might be if the user can update the existing data
base).
Let P be a probability distribution on D. The distribution P may be an ensemble
distribution (e. g., several copies of a system with independent data gatherers) or a
time distribution (e. g., independent updates of the existing data base on a single system
over a period of time). Define the measures avg(m) and avg(m') as follows:
avg(rn) = l P(d) I (d)I
dED
avg(m')= 23 P(d) m' (d) .
dED
The quantity avg(m) is the (time or ensemble) average number of memory cells dedi-
cated to a user if the shortest representation m(d) for existing data base d is always
placed in memory. The quantity avg(m') is the (time or ensemble) average number of
memory cells dedicated to a user if the longest representation m'(d) for existlhg
data base d is always placed in memory. If neither the shortest nor the longest
representation for existing data base d is always placed in memory, then the average
number of memory cells dedicated to a user is somewhere between the quantities
avg(m) and avg(m'). The following theorem deals with average memory performance
measures.
Theorem 4 (Eias 9 )
Let D be a data structure, let P be a probability distribution on D, and let the
average performance measure avg(m) be as defined above.
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(i) If p:D - B is a representation map for D, then
avg(m') avg(m) > H(D)
whe re
H(D) = - P(d) logBs P(d).
d D
(ii) There is a representation map p:D - B t for D such that
avg(m) = avg(m') < H(D) + 1.
Part (i) states that the average memory performance measures of any representation
map for D are no less than the quantity H(D). For the example data structure 3 and the
probability distribution P(d 1 ) = P(d2 ) = 1/2, the average performance measures of any
representation map p:D - O, t are no less than H(D) = - P(d) log2 P(d) = - 2 log 2
1 1 1
- 2 logz - = 1. The performance measures for example representation map 3 are
avg(m) = P(dl) m(dl)I + P(d 2 )m(d 2 )I = - 2 + 1- 1 2
and
avg(m') = P(dl)lm'(d1l) + P(d 2 ) m(dZ) t 2 + 2 = 2.
1
For the table example I and the probability distribution P((7, 7, 7)) = 2, P((6,7,7)) =
1 1
P((7, 6, 7)) = P((7, 7, 6)) = 8 and for any other table d, P(d) = 8 508' the average per-
formance measures of any representation map p:D - {0, 1 are no less H(D) = - log2
1 1 1 1 1
2 8 log2z 8 508 log2 8.508 3. 1236. The average performance mea-
sures for the enumerative field representation map a are both 9. The average per-
formance measures for the positional field representation map lb are both 24.
Part (ii) states that for any structure D and any probability distribution P, it is pos-
sible to construct a representation map with average performance measures less than
H(D) + 1 (i. e., close to the lower bound of part (i)).
For the example representation map 3, avg(m' ) = 2 = H(D) + 1. Part (ii) states that
it is possible to construct a representation map for D with average performance mea-
sures less than 2. The representation map p(d 1 ) = 0, p(d 2) = 1 has average performance
measures avg(m) = avg(mt) = I < H(D) +1. Construction of an efficient representation
map involves assigning short representations to the more probable data bases.
For the given probability distribution the average performance measures of the
enumerative field representation map and the positional field representation man for
tables are much greater than H(D) + 1 4. The following representation map performs
much better by assigning short representations to the more likely tables:
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p((7, 7, 7)) = {1}
p((6, 7, 7)) = {001}
p((7, 6, 7)) = {010}
p((7, 7, 6)) = {01 }.
The representation of any other table d is the sequence 000 followed by the concise field
representation of length 9 for table d The average performance ' ,easures for this
1 1 1 1
representation map are avg(m) = avg(m') = + 3 - 3 + 508 8 12 = 38 8-508 8'
which is certainly within 1 of H(D).
Proof of Theorem 4:
(i) H(D) - avg(m) = -T P(d) loglB 1 P(d) - P(d)lm(d)l
dED I dED
z P(d) logB 1
dED I P(d)I B!Im(d)
1 -1,(logl B1 e) Z P(d) I 
dED p(d)lBl{m(d)
since log lB x < (loglB I e)(x- 1)
- (lOIB I e)(( B- m(d)!)-)
where the final i e follows from Theorem 20
where the final inequality follows from Theorem 2.
This proof is similar to proofs of the source coding theorem of information theory
(Gallager 1).
(ii) Huffman encoding is a procedure for constructing short representations for highly
probable data bases and longer representations for less probable data bases
(Huffman l 2 or Gallager l). The Huffman encoding of a collection of data bases has
disjoint closures and has average memory performance less than H(D) + 1. To con-
struct a Huffman representation map for D, the system programmer must know
first the exact probability distribution P on a Other preconstructed universal
representation sets perform almost as well as Huffman representation maps, pro-
vided the shorter preconstructed representations are assigned to the more probable
data bases.1 3
.6 RETRIEVAL PERFOoRMANCE
The information retrieval performance of a retrieval system is of interest to the
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user and the system programmer. The user is concerned with the time it takes to obtain
the answer to his information retrieval question. The retrieval time is not only a matter
of user convenience but also a matter of efficient utilization of computer resources. If
retrieval times are relatively long, then the system must be maintained on the computer
for a relatively long period of time to allow a user to accomplish a given task. The
length of time that the system must be maintained is reflected in the cost of the service
to the user.
One measure of retrieval performance is the number of accesses made to memory
by a retrieval algorithm. The number of memory accesses made by an algorithm before
halting is one direct indication of the retrieval time. This memory access measure is
similar to a measure used by Minsky and Papert 3 and by Elias. 8
Retrieval algorithms that do not alter the memory state (i. e., do not write in mem-
ory) during their operation will be investigated first. Later it will be shown that
retrieval algorithms that write in memory during their operation do not perform as well
as read-only algorithms in the measures considered.
The number of accesses to memory will depend not only on the retrieval algorithm
that is used but also on the state of memory when the algorithm is started. Consider
example retrieval problem and retrieval system 3.
Before printing the answer '2, and halting, this algorithm will read a value 1 if the
memory state is 011, 101, or 111 and will read the sequence of values 01 if the memory
state is 100, or 110. Before printing the answer ' 1' and halting, this algorithm will read
the sequence of values 00 if the memory state is 000 or 010.
Let a({) be the sequence of values read by retrieval algorithm a k before halting
when the memory state is i~ E p*(D). In example 3, a(000) = a(010) = 00, a(O11)
ak(101) = a.(lll) = , and a(100) = a(ll0) = 01.
For a data base d E D let A(d) be one of the shortest sequences of values read by
a when data base d is represented in memory and let Ak(d) be one of the longest.
AA(d) = E U {a(i) such that V( i E U {a4(fL)}, j* , i
A;(d) = go E U {a(i) such that V E U {a(fl)}. |H * 1 i-
rEP(d) IEP(d)
Similarly, let a(r) be one of the shortest sequences of values read by a before
printing answer r and let a be one of the longest.
ae(r ) = 1 E U {A(d)} such that V 4' E U (A(d)}, i < I IdED| d=r dEDI Xd=r
ak(r ) = k' E U {Ax(d) such that E U 1.(d)}, I a l in eampdED Xd=r dEDI Xd=r
In example 3, Adl) = A(dj) = 00, AN(d 2) = 1, and A~(d 01. In example 3 only d1
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gives answer I and only d2 gives answer 2, so a(l)=a'(l) =00, a(2) =, and a(2) =01.
If a (r) = a(r ), then r = r , since a deterministic algorithm can only print a single
answer after reading a single sequence of values. Also, for r f r, the sequence aC(r)
is not a prefix of the sequence a (r ), since after reading the sequence of values a(r)
the algorithm a k will print answer r and halt without reading more values. sing these
properties, Elias has proved the following theorem.
Theorem 5 (Elias )
Let (D, A) be a retrieval problem, and let the measures i ac(r) ! be as defined above.
If IBI -ary system (p, aA) solves (D, A), then
>9( X G: A, 1 1131- a(r) I 
rEkD
Theorem 5 is an inequality on a summation of terms composed of the memory alpha-
bet size raised to a negative exponent. Corresponding to each answer r in XD, the
answer space of question X, there is one term in the summation with negative exponent
I x(r)!-
For the example retrieval system 3, the summation of Theorem 5 ecomes
00a(r)1 -!0 ! + -lI :4
rE{l, 2}
and Theorem 5 is obeyed with strict inequality.
For the enumerative retrieval system la for tables and for retrieval question X1:
"What is the value of the first entry?" a (O) = ak(O) = 000, zx(1 = a(1) = 001, a(2) =
ak(2) = 010,..., ca(7) = Qk( 7 ) = 111. The summation of Theorem 5 becomes
' 2-Ia(rE) = 8 23 = 1
rE[0, 7]
and Theorem 5 is obeyed with equality.
For the positional field retrieval system lb for tables and for retrieval question 1,
aX?(7) = ak(7 ) = 1, ax(6) = za(6) = 01, a (5) = ak(5) = 001, ... ,a (0O) = a(O) = 00000001.
The summation of Theorem 5 becomes
a(rl -1 -2 -3 -8 -8
V 2- -2 + Z + + 2 1 - = 255/256
rE[O, 7]
and Theorem 5 is obeyed with strict inequality.
Theorem 5 is a statement about distributions on the measure i ca(r) I for any retrieval
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system solving (D, A). Not all of the answers in kD can have short retrieval times, and
if some of the answers in XD have short retrieval times then others must have rela-
tively long retrieval times. The term in the summation corresponding to an answer r
with a short retrieval time a( ! will have a small negative exponent - I a(r) and hence
a relatively large value. For the inequality to be satisfied, the other terms in the sum-
mation corresponding to other answers r E XD must have relatively small values and
hence relatively large negative exponents - ak(r) . When the exponent la(r ) is rel-
atively large, a (r ), the shortest possible sequence of reads for answer r, is
relatively long.
Theorem 5 is proved by noticing that
(i) a>(r) = a(r ) -r = r
(ii) U {a>(r)} is a prefix set
rEXD
and then using a well-known property of prefix sets (see Gallager )!.
As with Theorem 2 for memory, Theorem 5 deals directly with the measure aX(r) ,
but it is difficult to fathom the implications of the inequality for system performance
parameters of direct interest to system user or system programmer.
The user with a static retrieval problem deals with the single data base d observed
by the data gatherer for a long period of time. To retrieve the answer to question X,
he must wait for a(L)I accesses to memory if the data gatherer placed representation
m E p(d) for the observed data base d in memory and other users filled in unspecified
cells so that S(.A ) = M± E p(d). If he is lucky, a(L) = A(d) and the retrieval time
for question X about data base d will be as short as nossible. If he is not so lucky,
a(I) I = A(d) I and the retrieval time will be longer. In either case the user of a
system would be interested in the longest time that he might have to wait for the answer
to his question . The following theorem proved by Elias deals with the worst-case
parameters of direct interest to a user.
Theorem 6 (Eliasl)
Let (D, A) be a retrieval problem and let the measures A.(d)I and c)(r)I be as
defined above.
(i) If B -ary system (p, aA) solves (D, A), then
ki( E A, max lAX(d)i > max la (r) l g I .XD
dED reXD l
(ii) There is a B -ary system (p, aA) solving (D, A) such that
X E A, max Iak(r)I = max A(d){ loglB I D1.
rEXD dED ,
Part (i) states that in any retrieval system solving (D, A) a user must wait for at
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least [ log! BI XDDI accesses to memory before obtaining the answer to question about
some data base.
For the example problem 3, the lower bound on the worst-case retrieval performance
measures for a binary memory alphabet is F log1 l lXDI 1 = log2 {1, Z}1 = 1. For
the example retrieval system 3, before obtaining the answer to question X about data
base d 1, the user must wait for two memory accesses (aX(1) = a(l1) = 00).
For the table example problem 1 and the retrieval question X1 , the lower bound on
the worst-case retrieval performance measure for a binary memory alphabet is
[ log2 {01, 1,..., 7}!1 = 3. With the enumerative retrieval system la, the user never
needs to wait for more than 3 memory accesses before obtaining the answer to his
retrieval question. With the positional field retrieval system lb, the user may have to
wait for 8 memory accesses before obtaining the answer to his retrieval question
(ax(o) = 00000001).
Part (ii) states that for any retrieval problem, there is a retrieval system that
attains the lower bound of part (i) in all retrieval performance measures.
For the example retrieval problem 3, the lower bound for binary-valued memory
cells is 1. The retrieval system p(d 1 ) = {0}, p(d2) = {1}, a: read cell 1; if value = 0
print '1' and halt; print ' 2 and halt; has retrieval performance measures of 1. For the
table example 1, the lower bound for binary valued memory cells is 3. The enumerative
retrieval system la has retrieval performance measures of 3.
For any retrieval problem one system that attains the bounds uses a representation
map which is a concatenation of enumerative encodings of the answers to the questions
Xj E A into fields of [ log B{ I XjD 1 memory cells. The retrieval algorithm a j to answer
question kj reads and remembers the values in the jth field, determines the proper
answer from the enumerative encoding code book for answer space .D, prints the
answer, and halts having made [ log I IjD 1 memory accesses. The proof of part (i is
similar to the proof of Theorem 3 pr (i).
The worst-case performance measures of Theorem 6 are of interest to a user with
a static retrieval problem, since he might find that his memory state causes the longest
retrieval times. Average performance measures are more appropriate when in a single
system the existing data base is changed from time to time (as it might be if the user
can update the existing data base).
Let P be a probability distribution on D, where P(d) is the fraction of time a user
expects to be dealing with the data base d The probability distribution P on D induces
a probability distribution Pk on XD defined by
PX(r) P(d).
dE D d=r
The probability PX(r) is the fraction of time a user expects the answer r E kD from the
retrieval algorithm for question k.
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For example retrieval problem 3, {dI Xd=l} = {dl} and {d| Xd=Z} = {d)}. The proba-
1 1
bility distribution P(dl) -2, P(d 2 ) = 2 on D induces probability distribution P(1)
P(d) = , P(2) = P(d 2 ) =- on the answer space {1, 2} for question .
For the table retrieval problem 1, consider the probability distribution P on D
defined by P((7, 7, 7)) = P((6, 7, 7)) = P((7, 6, 7)) = P((7, 7, 6)) = 8, and for any other
table d, P(d) = 1/8- 508. For question X = X, P(0) = 8/508, since 64 different tables d,
each with probability P(d) = 1/8 508, give the answer 0 to question X = k I. A similar
analysis shows that P(1)= =P ) = ... = P(5) = 8/508, P(6) = 1/8 + 63/8 508, and
PX(7) = 3/4 + 61/8 508.
Define average retrieval performance measures avg(Ak ) and avg(a k ) as follows.
avg(Ak) Z= P(d) Ax(d)!
dED
avg(a) = Z PX(r) (r)
rEXD
Define avg(Ak) and avg(ak) in a similar manner on the measures AkI and I a I. The
quantity avg(AX) is the average time a user must wait for the answer to question k when
for each data base d he waits the minimum time Ax(d) I for his system. Note that
avg(A k) >- avg(ak), since
I a (r) = min | A(d) |.
dEDjXd=r
1
For example retrieval system 3, the average measures are avg(A) = avg(a) = 
aX() + aXc(2)1 = 1 and avg(A) =avg(a )' = j(l1) +- akC(2) =2. For the
enumerative retrieval system la for tables, the average retrieval measures are all 3.
For the positional field retrieval system lb, the measures are all PX(7)- I a,(7) +
P(6)|a(6)| + ... + P(O)Ia(O) -= 1.4.
The following theorem proved by Elias deals with these average retrieval perfor-
mance measures.
Theorem 7 (Elias )
Let (D, A) be a retrieval problem, let P be a probability distribution on D, and let
the average retrieval performance measures be as defined above.
(i) If I BI -ary system (p, a A ) solves (D, A), then
W) X G A avg(A) >_ avg(a>) H(XD)
where H(XD) = - P(r) logBI P(r).
(ii) There is a I I-ary retri-val system solving (D, A) such that
X E A avg(A) - avg(a) < H(XD)+ 1.
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Part (i) states that the average retrieval performance measures for any B-ary
retrieval system solving (D, A) are no less than the quantity H(XD).
For example retrieval problem 3 and binary retrieval systems the lower bound of
1 1 1o 1
part (i) is H(XD) =-P (1) log Z Pi (1)-P (Z) log2 g P () = lo  2 = 1.
The measures for example retrieval system 3 were avg(A,) = avg(a) = 2 and avg(A) =
1
avg(a) =1 
For the table retrieval problem 1 and binary systems, the lower bound of part (i)
is H(XD) = 1. 2. For the enumerative retrieval system a the average retrieval mea-
sures were 3. For the positional field retrieval system lb the measures were approx-
imately 1. 4.
Part (ii) states that for any retrieval problem there is a retrieval system with aver-
age retrieval performance measures less than H(XD) + 1 (i. e., close to the lower bound
of part (i)).
1
The performance measures for example retrieval system 3, avg(a) = 1 2, avg(a')= 2,
were not both within 1 of the bound H(D) = 1. Part (ii) states that there is a retrieval
system solving the problem with better average performance measures. The system
P(dl) = 0, p(dZ) = 1, a ,: read cell 1; if value = 0 then print '1' and halt; print '2' and
halt; has average measures of 1 which is less than H(kD)+ 1 = 2.
The performance measures for the enumerative field retrieval system 1 a were 3 and
were not within I of the bound H(XD) = 1. 2. The performance measures for the posi-
tional field retrieval system lb were approximately 1. 4 and were less than H(KD) + 1
2. 2.
For any retrieval problem one system that attains the bound is the following. The
representation map is the concatenation of Huffman encodings of the answers to questions
X E A into fixed length fields of memory cells sufficiently long to hold the longest
Huffman encoded answer to question k.. The retrieval algorithm az to answer question
~3 3~~ th
X reads and remembers the values of the Huffman encoding in the j field, determines
the answer from the Huffman encoding code book for answer space X D, prints the
answer and halts. On the average this algorithm will access less than H(kD) + 1 mem-
ory cells. The proof of part (i) is similar to the proof of Theorem 4 part (i).
Retrieval algorithms that write as well as read in memory should certainly not
change the existing data base represented in memory as a result of their operation. When
started with memory in a state p. E p,(d) representing data base d, the retrieval algo-
rithm a must print the answer Xd and halt with memory in a state ,p' E p,(d) also rep-
resenting the data base d.
The sequence of values read by an algorithm that both writes and reads before
halting must still satisfy the properties investigated for read-only algorithms. In
particular, Theorems 5, 6, and 7 remain true for the sequence of read accesses to
memory. Algorithms that make additional memory accesses for writing cannot perform
as well as some read-only algorithms.
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III. DYNAMIC RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS WITH UPDATES
3.1 UPDATES
Many practical situations involving data (see Knuth4 for some examples) are ade-
quately modeled by a finite collection of possible data bases, only a single one of which
is actually observed, and a finite collection of retrieval questions (i.e., a static
retrieval problem). In these situations a static retrieval system provides a convenient
method for retrieving information about the single observed data base. Other situations
involving data are not well modeled by a static retrieval problem. In many situations
the data base is changed from time to time. For example, a potential retrieval system
user might want to record and retrieve the most recent test scores of three students.
He might need the capability of recording a new set of test scores for all students,
changing a single score if a student's test is misgraded, or adding new students and
dropping old students in the course record.
Many of these data problems only differ from static retrieval problems in that the
existing data are changed from time to time. These situations are adequately modeled
by a finite collection of data bases, of which only a single one is observed at any given
time, a finite collection of retrieval questions, and a set of updates. In some updates,
called total updates, the new data base is independent of the previous data base. This
is the case, for example, when new test scores for three students are entered in the
record and the outdated previous test scores are removed. In other updates, called
partial updates, the new data base depends upon (i.e., is some modification of) the pre-
vious data base. This is the case when a single student's regraded test score is entered
in the record and the incorrect score is removed.
A convenient notation indicating the updates required by a user is a set of update
maps UK = {Uk:D- D I k E K} indexed by the members of an index set K. The meaning
of the update Uk:D - D is that if the existing data base prior to update Uk is d, ther the
new data base after update Uk is Uk(d). In a total update Uk:D - d the new data base d
following the update is completely specified, while in a partial update Uk:D-D such
that I Uk(D) I > 1 the new data base d following the update depends upon the existing data
base prior to the update. When the notation is unambiguous total updates Ud:D - d will be
indexed with the specified data base.
A dynamic retrieval problem [denoted (DA,UK)] includes a collection of possible data
bases D, of which only a single one is observed at any given time, a collection of
retrieval questions A, and a set of updates UK. A user with a dynamic retrieval prob-
lem (D, A, UK) could use a static retrieval system (p, aA) solving (D, A). To make update
Uk of the existing data base, the user passes the information (i.e., the index k E K) to
the data gatherer, who shuts down the retrieval system, calculates the new data
base d from the information given to him, and when necessary (i.e., for partial
updates) from the existing data base represented in memory, determines possible
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representations for the new data base from the representation map, places one of the
representations in memory, and finally brings the retrieval system back up. When
updates are rare, this method might be workable, although somewhat awkward. When
updates are frequent, this method is unworkable. A system in which frequent calls to
the data gatherer and subsequent system shutdowns are unnecessary would be more
satisfactory.
A computer-implemented dynamic retrieval system solving a dynamic retrieval prob-
lem provides (a) a method for representing any single observed data base in computer
memory, (b) a method for answering any retrieval question about the observed data base
represented in computer memory, and (c) a method for modifying or updating the existing
data base represented in computer memory. The first two properties were discussed
in section 2.3.
(c): A method for updating the existing data base represented in computer memory.
A computer-implemented system should not force the user to change his view of data
substantially. In particular, a computer-implemented dynamic retrieval system
should allow a user to make update Uk of the existing data base by indicating the index
k E K, and hence must provide for each update Uk E UK an update algorithm *'k E OK =
{k k E K} making update Uk on the existing data base. When started, the algorithm
IPk must halt in finite time with memory in a state representing the new data base Uk(d)
no matter which data base d E D was previously observed, no matter which representa-
tion m E p(d) for data base d was placed in memory ' L' no matter which memory
-AL E .* is connected to the algorithm (provided it is sufficiently long), and no matter
how other users choose to fill in cells with no value specified by the representation m.
The formal definition of an update algorithm Ok = {Sk' Sk' k' k' k} is similar to the
formal definition of a retrieval algorithm a.j except for the absence of an output func-
tion 2. An update algorithm ' k is defined to make update Uk on D using p with Liff
L ~ L(p) and )( d E D, t a E PL(d) when connected to memory X L in state S(gL4t=l) =
± and started, the algorithm * k accesres addresses in [1, L] and halts in finite time tf
with memory in state S(.Ltf) E pL(Ukd))
The fact that when connected to I B - ary memory . L the update algorithms 4' K are
required to operate properly only for initial memory states u E pL(D) merits some con-
sideration, since PL(D), the set of possible memory states after some representation
for some data base has been placed in memory, may not be the set BL of all possible
memory states. Partial updates of initial memory states L E BL PL(D) are meaning-
less, since there is no previously existing data base. Total updates Ud of initial mem-
ory states p. E B - PL(D) might be more meaningful. If the total update algorithm q' d
were required to leave memory in a state M. E PL(d) representing data base d for any
initial state . E B , the data gatherer, after observing data base d, could start total
update algorithm V gd instead of determining possible representations for d from the
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representation map and directly writing into memory a representation for d. But the
algorithms *t'd designed to work properly for any initial memory state Ei E B L would
be more complex because they must operate on a larger set of initial memory states.
Update algorithms will be operated primarily by a user updating the existing data base;
in this case memory is in some state in PL(D) representing the existing data base.
Designing more complex algorithms in order to simplify the data gatherer's one-time
initialization task does not seem worthwhile.
A dynamic retrieval system (p, aA, K) including a set of retrieval algorithms and
a set of update algorithms connected to memory X L(p) is defined to solve a dynamic
retrieval problem (D, A, UK) iff aA answers A about D and t K makes update U K on D
using p with 4' L(p) Let R(D, A, UK) be the set of all dynamic retrieval systems solving
(D, A, UK). Note that the investigation of update performance can focus on p and * K
because whenever K makes update UK on D using p with L(p) there exists some aA
completing the system (p, aAt' K) by the definition of representation map.
As with static retrieval systems, dynamic retrieval systems could be defined more
generally to include any memory X L' where L >- L(p), so that other users could be
assigned high-order, as well as low-order, addresses with unspecified values, and
update algorithms could access addresses greater than L(p). The results to be presented
are true for this more general case, but inclusion of this case in formal proofs does
not seem worthwhile because of additional notational complexity.
The performance of a complete set of total update algorithms * D = d I d E D}
including one total update algorithm Ed for each data base in the collection is investi-
.gated first, followed by application of the results to partial update algorithms. The fol-
lowing example problem will be instructive .for illustrating results.
Example 4
Let D = {dl, d2 , d3 }, A = {k: 'What is the index of the observed data base?"} and U =
{Ud U dzU d3}, where Ud:D - d. are total updates.
1
Consider the binary representation map p for D defined by p(dl) = {010}, p(d 2) =
{001}, and p(d 3 ) = {110}. Connected to ' L(p) = 3 the following update algorithm d
halts with memory in state 110 E p 3 (d 3) when started with any initial memory state
±E Pp3 (D).
Pd! : write value 1 in cell 1
3 read cell 2
if value 1 then halt
write value in cell 2
write value 0 in cell 3
halt
The state transition diagram is given in Fig. 2. Note that if started with initial memory
state 011 P3 (D), the algorithm will halt with memory state 111which does not
represent d3 .
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cell I
write 
ite'
cell 2
read
\
0
cel
writ
ce
writ
KEY:
address function r(s)
caqerotion function (s)
tate transition function a (s, value read or write)
Fig. 2. Update algorithm 4d3 of example 4.
3.2 PERFORMANCE MEASURES FOR TOTAL UPDATES
Since the number of memory cells read by a retrieval algorithm before printing an
answer and halting proved to be an appropriate measure for retrieval performance of
a system, it is worthwhile to consider whether or not the number of memory cells read
by a total update algorithm W'd before halting is an appropriate measure for update per-
formance of a system including total update algorithms. Although an analysis of read
access will prove that this is not an appropriate performance measure, it will indicate
that write accesses might be a more appropriate performance measure. But analysis
of write accesses will prove that write accesses is not an appropriate performance mea-
sure. The analysis will lead, however, to consideration of total accesses (reads and
writes), and Theorems 10, 11, 12, and 13 will show that total accesses is indeed an
appropriate measure of update performance.
First. we consider read accesses. For a dynamic retrieval system (pa.]D). let
rd(l.) be the sequence of cell values read by the update algorithm * d before halting when
started with initial memory state gt E p(D). If the initial memory state is 010 when the
update algorithm d3 of example system 4 is started, the algorithm will write into
cell 1, read from cell 2 the value 1, and halt. The sequence rdR (010) is 1. Similarly,
3
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rd3 (001) = 0 and rd (110) = 1. The number of memory cells read by an update algo-
rithm q d before halting when started with initial memory state we E p,(D) is rd() |, the
length of the sequence rd(p.).
The following theorem proves that the number of read accesses to memory by a total
update algorithm is not an appropriate performance measure.
Theorem 8
Let (D, A, UD) be a dynamic retrieval problem including a complete set of total
updates, let p be a representation map for D, and let the measure rd(L) I be as defined
above. There is a sstem (p,a As D) solving (D, A, UD) such that
d E D -E p(D) Ird(L)I = O.
The theorem states that for any dynamic retrieval problem and any representation
map for the data structure, it is possible to construct a system in which the update algo-
rithms make no read accesses to memory. For the example problem 4 and the repre-
sentation map p, an algorithm t/' to update memory to a state representing d3 withoutd 3 p
reading memory cells is the following.
qd: write value 1 in cell 1
3 write value 1 in cell 2
write value 0 in cell 3
halt
For this algorithm rd (010) =rd (001) = rd (110) = and Ird () = pD)
The algorithm simply writes the representation 110 for d3 into memory and halts without
reading memory cells.
Proof of Theorem 8: Let p be any representation map for D. Let l = {(n1, m(n1 )).
(n2 , m(n2)), .. ,(nml ,m(n(, m )))} E p(d) be a representation for d. Let the update algo-
rithm I d be {s 1, S, 0, .}, where
S= {sl , Sz... Slml' Sh
v(si} ni
O(s i ) = m(n i )
r(si) = s1i+ 1 ,2, Iml-I
(lm! )= Sh-
When placed in starting state s, the algorithm Wrd writes the representation m for d
into memory without reading memory cells and halts. Update algorithms Q d' for the
other update maps Ud,:D - d' are similar. Since p is a representatioa map for D, there
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exists a set of retrieval algorithms completing the system p, aA, 'D)
Since any total update can be made by an algorithm without reading memory cells,
the number of read accesses to memory is not an appropriate performance measure.
Nevertheless, total update algorithms that make no read accesses write an entire repre-
sentation into memory. We consider next whether or not the number of memory cells
overwritten by a total update algorithm before halting is a more appropriate performance
measure.
For a dynamic retrieval system (p, aA D ) let Wd(j ) be the sequence of cell values
overwritten by the update algorithm E'd before halting when started with initial memory
state E p,(D). The values in the sequence v;d() are the initial IIalues originally in the
cell immediately before being overwritten with some value by the algorithm t' d In the
example system 4, when started with initial memory state 010, the update algorithm IA d
performs a write on cell 1. The original value of cell 1 before being overwritten is 0.
The update algorithm then reads the value of cell 2 and halts. The sequence wd (010)
is 0. Similarly, wd (001) is 001 and wd (110) is 1.
d3 d3
The number of memory cells overwritten by an update algorithm It d before halting
when started with initial memory state it E p(D) is I Wd() the length of the sequence
Wd(.). The following theorem proves that the number of write accesses to memory by
an update algorithm is not an appropriate performance measure.
Theorem 9
Let (D, A, UD) be a dynamic retrieval problem including a complete set of total
updates, and let the measure IWd("L) ! be as defined above. There is a system (p, aA D)
solving (D, A, UD) such that
d E D V i CE p(D) Iwd(i)I 2.
Theorem 9 states that for any dynamic retrieval problem it is possible to construct
a system in which the updating algorithms make no more than two write accesses to
memory. For the example problem 4, a system using p and d would not always
overwrite two or fewer memory cells because when started with memory state 001 q'f
overwrites three memory cells (wd (001) = 001). By using the representation 3
3
map p'(dl) = 100, p'(d2) = 010, and p'(d3 ) = 001, however, the following update algo-
rithm It d never overwrites more than two memory cells before halting for any initial
memory state.
tt': read cell 1
3 if value = 1 then write value 0 in cell 1 and
go to A
read cell 2
if value = 1 then write value 0 in cell 2 and
go to A
A: write value 1 in cell 3
halt
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If the initial memory state is 100, the algorithm 4' when started reads cell 1, over-
writes the value 1 in cell 1, overwrites the value 0 in cell 3, and halts with memory in
a state representing d3 . The sequence wd (100) is 10. Similarly, wd (010) is 10 and
3 3
wd (001) is 1. The algorithm qj never makes more than two write accesses to mem-
d3
ory before halting.
Proof of Theorem 9: Let p be a positional representation map for D, where each
representation in p(D) is a function on the domain Ni Dl = {1, 2 ...., I DI. The repre-
sentation for the th data base specifies value 1 for the memory cell with address i and
value 0 for all other memory cells with addresses in N1 DI'
p(di) = {{(1,0), (2,0) ... (i-l,0), (i, 1), (il, 0) ... (I D ,0)}}
Let the update algorithm /d. be {s 2 , S, v, 0, a} where
1
v(Szj) = V(s2j+i) = 
e(szj) = 'read'
(S2j+l) = 0
(s 2 j, 0) = SZj+2
(s2j, 1) = s2j+1
r(SZj+i B) s for j= 1,Z . DI
and v(s) =i
(s o ) =1e(s o ) = 
c(so ) = Sh .
When placed in starting state 2, the algorithm 'd reads the memory cells sequentially
with addresses in N1 DI until it finds the cell with value 1, rewrites this cell to value 0,
writes cell i to value 1, and halts, having overwritten two memory cells.
If the read accesses to memory by an update algorithm A4d are unmeasured, the algo-
rithm *'d can determine the state of memory before performing any writes without
increasing the measured complexity. Such an algorithm could determine which repre-
sentation m C p(d) for d differed from the existing state of memory in the fewest number
of cell values and only overwrite those cells. The measure I wd(,) I becomes a measure
of the distance between E p(D) and the closest representation m E p(d).
In summary, neither rd(fL) nor I wd(4 ) I alone are appropriate measures of total
update performance because for any problem one system needs no read accesses and
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another system needs at most two write accesses for a total update. However, update
algorithms reading no memory cells write an entire representation into memory, while
update algorithms writing at most two memory cells often read most of memory. Thus
the total number of cells accessed by an update algorithm may be a more appropriate
performance measure.
3.3 TOTAL UPDATE PERFORMANCE
The update performance measure considered in this section is the number of mem-
ory accesses (reads and writes) made by a total update algorithm before halting. For
a dynamic retrieval system (p, a A,.D) let d(R) be the sequence of cell values read or
overwritten by update algorithm d when started with initial memory state 1. E p (D).
Note that I d(i) 1I the length of the sequence d(i), is the sum of rd() ! , the number
of read accesses, and Wd() , the number of write accesses to memory.
Consider algorithm /'d of example system 4.
3
Example 4a. Single Fixed-Length Representations
P(dl) = 010
p(d 2 ) = 001
P(d 3) = 110
I/ d: write value 1 in cell 1
3 read cell 2
if value 1 then halt
write value in cell 2
write value 0 in cell 3
halt
When started with initial memory state 010, the algorithm d3 overwrites the 0 already
in cell 1, reads value I from cell 2, and halts, so that d I010) = 01. Similarly,
d (001)= 0001 and fd (110) = 11.
3 3
A tree corresponding to algorithm it'd may be constructed as follows. Consider the
3
algorithm's operation on some initial memory state E p(D), say 010. Corresponding
to the first memory access construct a unique root node labeled with the address
accessed (cell 1) and operation performed (write 1) (see Fig. 3). From the root node
construct an output branch labeled with the value overwritten (value 0). Connected to
this output branch construct a node corresponding to the next memory access labeled
with the address accessed (cell 2) and operation performed (read). From this node con-
struct an output branch labeled with the value read (value 1). Connected to this output
branch construct a terminal node (since the algorithm halts) labeled with the initial mem-
ory state (010) and the final memory state (110). Continue this process for other initial
memory states, adding nodes and output branches where nect ssary. From a node
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corresponding to a read access, construct an output branch labeled with the value read.
From a node corresponding to a write access, construct an output branch labeled with
the overwritten value (i.e., the cell value before being overwritten).
110
110
initial sate 001 ¢ address accessed
final state 110
/value read for read occess or
value overwritten for write access
Fig. 3. Tree corresponding to update algorithm * d of example 4.
We are concerned with finding optimum update strategies. Update algorithms 'fI
that read a cell more than once, overwrite a cell more than once, read a cell already
overwritten, or overwrite a cell with a value already read from the cell may all be
improved to algorithms * k that have some memory to save the appropriate values. The
algorithms Wfk will require fewer accesses and hence algorithms *k will not be con-
sidered.
Associated with any B -ary algorithm t is a tree composed of a set of nodes Q
and a set of branches. Among the nodes Q is a set of terminal nodes Qt and a set of
interior nodes Qi = Q - Qt, including a distinguished root node %o. Associated with each
interior node q is an address label v(q) E N+ and an operation label (q) E {'read'} U B.
Associated with each branch is a branch label from the alphabet B.
The action of algorithm icd at an interior node q at time t is to read cell v(q) if
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0(q) = 'read', or overwrite cell v(q) with 8(q) if 8(q) E B so that .4(v(q), t+l) = 0(q). The
algorithm then leaves at time t+l by the branch labeled .4(v(q), t), the initial cell value
prior to the access at time t at node q. Note that a cell value overwritten with 8(q)
will not be known to the algorithm. Thus this tree is not the state transition diagram
with appropriate labels (compare Figs. 2 and 3).
Associated with each node q C Q are two partial functions q, pq C B constructed
as follows. For the root node q, Ah = W[' = 0. If node q is connected to an output
branch of node p with branch label b, P B= U {(v(p),b)}. If 0(p)= 'read', p' =q p q
Up j{(v(p), b)} or if 0(p) C B, i = 'p-{(v(p)-) {(v(p), (p))}, where (v(p), -) is any
pair in p' with domain value v(p). Note that q and [q would not necessarily be partial
p q
functions if algorithms that read a cell already overwritten or overwrite a cell more
than once were considered. The domain of the partial functions 3Bq and PBq is the set of
cell addresses already accessed before entering node q. The value Pq(i) is the initial
cell value in the initial memory state(s) causing the algorithm to enter node q, and q (i)
is the cell value upon entering node q.
Let algorithm ' d make total update Ud:D - d on D using p with I B-ary mem-
ory .' L. Each node q of the tree corresponding to A d defines two quotient sets Mq
and M', where
q
Mq ={ C PL(D) i q C A}
M = { E BL C ( - q U q) E PL(D)}-
The set Mq is the set of initial memory states causing 'Fd to enter node q, and M is
the set of possible memory states upon entering node q.
Several properties of the partial functions and quotient sets M are important.
Property (a): {Mq I q E Qt is a partition of PL(D).
Any initial memory state in pL(D) will cause the algorithm to operate along a unique path
from the root node to a terminal node. More precisely, (i) U M = PL(D) because the
qQt q L
algorithm d must halt for any initial memory state in PL(D), and (ii) a memory state
t E: PL(D) is a member of a unique quotient set Mq for q E Qt To prove (ii) assume
i E Mp and E Mq for p, q E Qt The common domain, Domain(Pp) In Domain( q), is
nonempty, since each domain includes v(q 0 ). If Bp(i) = Pq(i) for all i in the common
domain, p = q since there is no node where Up and Pq correspond to different output
branches. Suppose for some i E Domain(A p) il Domain(pq) that p (i) q (i). Since
pp C . (i, p(i)) E and since pq C _, (i, q(i)) C p.. This cannot be true because p is
a function on NL assigning one range value to domain value i.
Let q() be the unique q E Qt for which E Mq and let q be the path length from root
node q to node q.
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Property (b): Ld() =q(~)
In the tree associated with algorithm t d' the path length q( ) is equal to i d(,)l the
number of memory accesses by algorithm I d before halting when started with initial
memory state p. E PL(D)-
Property (c): M' C for q Qtq PL(d) q t'
Update algorithm Ad must halt with memory in a state representing data base d, and
M' is the set of possible memory states when algorithm 4'd enters terminal node q.
Property (d): IMq = Mq.
Any initial memory state causing algorithm 9'd to enter node q is associated with a
unique memory state upon entering node q, since the algorithm is deterministic. More
L t o b M' BL -precisely, define q:M q-B to be () = .- p U , and define to be
- ~ ~ qq q q L o q() = - U pq . That q() is a sequence in B for E Mq may be proved as fol-
lows. The domain of t - q is NL - Domain(q), since CL is a function on NL and q C .
The domain of - U [i.e., the domain of g q()] is N since Domain( )=
q q q -1 L qDomain(p') by the definitions of and p'. That C (() is a sequence in B forq q q q
p. E M' is proved in a similar manner. To prove IMqI = IMql it is sufficient to prove:
(i) (M ) M'
(ii) -e(M ) c Mq q q
(iii) (()) =
(i.e., q is a one-one onto function from Mq to Mq). Part (i) may be proved as follows.
For , E Mq,. E PL(D) and C p from the definition of M . Note that q n (-pq) = 0
because Domain( - q) = NL - Domain(q) = NL - Domain(Pq) as shown above. Observe
that qq() - U Pq = ( -q U Pq) - q U q = - q U q = E PL(D), where the first
equality follows from the definition of q(p), the second equality follows from
0 nl - q 0 as noted, and the third equality follows from q C . Also observe that
p C () = - P U P. Then q( L) E M' from the observations above and the definition
q--q q q
of M'. Parts (ii) and (iii) may be proved in a similar manner.q
If initial memory state p. E PL(D) causes the algorithm# d to enter node q in its
operation, then the memory state upon entering node q is p - q U Pq = q(iL), since the
domain of pq and pq is the set of cell addresses accessed, pq(i) is the initial value of
cell i, and Pq(i) is the cell value upon entering node q. Define d(L to be q( )(); the
final memory state (after halting) for update algorithm d started with memory state p.
The following theorem presents results for td()| when the representation map is
subject to the following restrictions:
(i) Only a single representation is allowed for each data base.
(ii) A representation must specify values for exactly the first L= L(p) memory cells.
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Theorem 10
Let (D, A, UD) be a dynamic retrieval problem including a complete set of total
updates, and let the measure I d()I be as defined above. Consider the following con-
ditions on representation maps p for D.
Condition (1) ( d E D, I p(d) I = 1
Condition (2) )t m E p(D), Domain(m) = NL = {1, 2.... L.
(i) If B -ary system (p, a ATD) solves (D, A, UD) subject to conditions I and 2,
then
LEP, (D)
(ii) If BI -ary system (p, aA,1'D) solves (D,A, Ui) subject to conditions (1) and
(2), then
u' 4d EQD max Ild(*L) [loglB l IDI1.
pEp*(D)
(iii) There is a IBI-ary system (p,a A ,' D ) satisfying conditions (1) and (2) and
solving (D, A, UD) such that
V 4Vd E qD' max I d(') 1 = [logB t ID].
H Ep(D)
Part (i) is an inequality on a summation of terms composed of the memory alphabet
size raised to a negative exponent. Corresponding to each memory state E p*(D) there
is one term in the summation with negative exponent I td(W) I.
The representation map p of example 4 satisfies the fixed-length single represen-
tation conditions. For algorithm Fd the summation becomes
3
-2d() -I td(lo010) -Id(001)I -{lld(110)
= 2 +2 +2
AEP3 (D)-2 -4 - 9p.E3 () =-2 + 2 + 2 _
and part (i) is obeyed with strict inequality.
Part (i) is a statement about distributions on the performance measure td(l){ for
any system solving (D, A, UD) and obeying conditions (1) and (2). Not all initial memory
states in p*(D) can have short update times, and if some memory states have short
update times then others must have relatively long update times. The term in the sum-
mation corresponding to memory state L with a short update time I td(.) I will have a
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small negative exponent and hence a relatively large value. For the inequality to be
satisfied, the other terms in the summation corresponding to other memory states '
must have relatively small values and hence relatively large negative exponents and long
update times I( ) I 
Part (ii) states that for any I BI -ary update algorithm 4d' some initial memory state
will require at least [log BI DI] memory accesses. The lower bound for example prob-
lem 4 using binary-valued memory is log 2 1 311 = 2. For the algorithm Itd initial
memory state 001 requires 4 memory accesses.
Part (iii) states that for any dynamic retrieval problem there is a B -ary system
solving the problem and obeying conditions (1) and (2) such that no initial memory state
requires more than [log IB! I D i memory accesses by any complete update algorithm.
For example problem 4 no initial memory state in the binary system partially described
below requires more than 2 memory accesses by algorithm Wt'
3
p'(dl) = {01}
p'(d 2 ) = {00}
p'(d 3 ) = {11}
' : write value 1 in cell 1
3 wite value 1 in cell 2
halt
Proof of Theorem 10:
(i) Consider the tree associated with t d, where L = L(p).
E IB I E IBI tq(3 =BI
iEPL(D) EpL(D) qEQt
The first equality follows from i Id() = q(). The second equality follows from the
facts that {Mqlq E Q is a partition of (D); for q E Qt the term IB q* appears in
the summation over E PL(D) once for each ,L E Mq*; and IMq I = 1 because I Mq =
IM M' C (d), and I pL(d) = 1 for the conditions on the representation map. Theq q PL I
inequality is a well-known property of the path lengths of a finite tree (see Gallager ).
(ii) Let max max ld(G) I
'PL (D)
IDI BI max S I BI d ( ) l I.
IE L(D)
The first inequality follows from the fact that each of the I PL(D) terms in the summation
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is no less than B! max and pL(D)I = DI for the conditions on the-representation map.
The second inequality is part (i) above. Taking logarithms to the base I B I and using
the fact that tmax is integer-valued yields part (ii).
(iii) Let L= log BI I DI ]. For an enumerative representation map p:D- B L ,
update algorithms *d that write the representation for d into memory always make
log B I I DI 1 accesses before halting.
Theorem 10 covers a restricted class of systems, those systems in which the single
representation (condition (1)) for each data base is a function on NL (condition (2)). Proof
of Theorem 1 requires that each data base be represented by a single memory state
(i.e., d) = 1). Representation maps that do not meet both conditions allow some
data bases to be represented by several memory states.
Consider a representation map in which the single representation for a data base is
a function on Nj for somle j, but j is different for some pair of data bases (i. e., each
representation specifies values for a contiguous set of cells at the beginning of memory,
but different representations may be of different lengths). The binary represeintation
map p(d 1 ) = {1}, p(d 2) = {01}, and p(d3) = {001} is an example. In any binary memory,
including the span of the representation map, each data base with a short representation
may be represented by several memory states, since cells with large addresses will
have no value specified by the short representation. For the example above, in a binary
memory of length 3, the data base d with short representation 1 may be represented
by memory states 100, 101, 110, and 111.
Similarly, where the representation map includes strict partial functions or several
representations for the same data base, some data base may be represented by several
memory states.
The conditions of Theorem 10 are not met by many practical systems (e. g., hashing
schemes, linked-list schemes). Removal of the conditions on the representation map
is necessary for consideration of such systems.
Theorem 11
Let (D, A, UD) be a dynamic retrieval problem including a complete set of updates,
and let the measure t d(4)l be as defined above.
(i), (ii), and (iii) If IBI-ary system (p, aAr'iD) solves (D, A, UD) then
4.EP,(D)(i) ~ dE D Z ld()l >B[d IP
AC p,(D) (D)
(ii) dED max IB I1d- D log I IIl
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(iii) max max I d() 1 log I Di
dED iLEP*(D)
(iv) There is a IBI-ary system (p, aA VD) solving (D.A, UD) such that
max max t d()l = [logB I DI ].
dED (D)
Part (i) is an inequality on a summation of terms, one term for each initial memory
state E p(D). With the restrictions removed on p, however, the summation must be
no greater than I p*(d)l rather than 1 as in Theorem 10. When d is represented by many
memory states of L(p) pdates to n mg;ht rerC fwer -e han whens... d isL(p)' ........- ..........-
represented by a single memory state of Lp)' Intuitively, fewer memory accesses
might be required because any initial memory state should be relatively "close" to some
memory state representing d. Mathematically, fewer memory accesses might be
required, since the terms of the summation may have smaller negative exponents If d()|
and still satisfy the inequality ( p,(d)I rather than -- 1).
Example 4b. Multiple Representations for d 3
Consider a binary representation map which allows another representation 101 for
d3 of example 4, p(dl) = {010}, p(d 2 ) = {001}, and p(d 3 ) = {110, 101. An update algorithm
'd for this representation map is *d:write value I in cell 1 and halt. The tree
'~d3 "~ hsrpeenainm~. d3
Fig. 4.
Tree correspondinginitial state 010, 001 initial sate 110, 101fintol state 110, 01 intiolste 110, 101 to update algorithm
1d3 of example 4b.
KEY:
adre-s accessed
v peration pe4d
value read for read access
voke overwritten for write access
corresponding to this algorithm is shown in Fig. 4. For this algorithm d( 0 1 0 ) = d(0 0 1) =
0 and d(110) = d(101) = 1. The inequality of part (i) becomes
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A 1'2 =4 2 = 2 | p,(d) = 2
pep* (D)
Part (ii) states that for any system solving the problem, some initial memory state
will require at least [log lB{ (p(D)I /p(d)| ) memory accesses by algorithm &d. For
algorithm Qd of example 4b the bound becomes [log2 ( /p3(D)l/P3 (d 3))1 = [log 2 (4/2)1 =
1. Every initial memory state requires access by F d so the bound is satisfied with
equality. 3
Part (iii) states that for any I BI-ary system solving the problem, some initial mem-
ory state will require at least [log 1 Bj I DI 1 accesses by some update algorithm q' d' This
is the same numerical lower bound as Theorem 10(ii), yet we concluded that allowing
data base d to be represented by several memory states (i.e., I pi(d) > 1) can reduce
the number of accesses needed for update Ud. This point merits further discussion.
Intuitively, allowing data base d to be represented by several memory states
increases the number of possible initial memory states. For data bases d' other than d,
update algorithms Q d' may require more accesses to deal with the larger initial mem-
ory state set. Mathematically, allowing data base d to be represented by several mem-
ory states increases the number of terms in the summation of part (i), since I p(D)I
increases without increasing I p,(d) I, the upper bound on the sum for data bases d' other
than d. Larger negative exponents I t d,() might be necessary to satisfy the inequality.
For any binary system solving example problem 4, some initial memory state will
require [log 2 I D I = [log 2 1311 = 2 memory accesses by some update algorithm. Algo-
rithm td m of exa ple system 4b (multiple representations for d3 ) requires only 1 mem-
3
ory access for any initial state. By part (iii), it is not possible to design update
algorithms tfdaand 'd2 which access memory only once for any initial memory state in
p*(D). 1 2
Part (iv) states that for any problem there is a B -ary system such that every
update algorithm accesses memory loglBI I Dl 1 or fewer times before halting. For
example problem 4, a binary system with representation map p(d1 ) = 01, p(d 2 ) = 00,
p(d 3) = 11. and update algorithms d writing the representation for d into memory
makes 2 (= [log 2 31) memory accesses or any update on any initial memory state.
Proof of Theorem 11:
(i) Consider the tree associated with * d' where L = L(p).
E I I d( = I j q(,)= I I MqII Iq
I.EPL(D!) Ep L(D) qCQt
IEBq - _
qEQt
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The first equality follows from d(±) = fq( ). The second equality follows from the
facts that {Mq q E Qt} is a partition of PL(D) and for q i Qt the term BI q* appears
in the sum over u EC PL(D) once for each 4 C Mq,* The first inequality follows from I M I =
I-fq
IM'ql and M' c PL(d) for q E Qt. The final inequality follows from Z q I 1,
a well-known property of the path lengths of a finite tree (see Gallager ).
(ii) Let max = max lid( ).
EE p (d)
IPL(D)BI max IBIId l I I
4EPL(D)
The first equality follows from the fact that each of the L(D) I terms in the sum is no
-1
less than BI max and the second inequality is part (i) above. Taking logarithms to
the base B and using the fact that max is integer-valued yields part (ii).
(iii) For some d E D p, since PL(D) = U PL(d).IDI dEL
(Some data base must be represented by fewer than the average number of memory states
per data base.) This inequality along with (ii) yields the desired resualt.
(iv) The enumerative representation map p and updating algorithms 'T1 D presented
in the proof of Theorem 10(iii) satisfy the conditions of this theorem.
A user making frequent updates may be more concerned with average update per-
formance than with worst-case performance. A few update algorithms making more
than [ logB ID I 1 memory accesses may be acceptable (or preferable) if most update
algorithms make fewer accesses for most initial memory states. Let a user of a sys-
tem make a sequence Ud(l) Ud(2) ... Ud(N) of N complete updates where successive
updates are chosen independently from UD = {Ud:D - d d E D} according to some prob-
ability distribution P on D. Let avg(lN((4)) be the number of memory accesses per total
update averaged over the I DN possible sequences of N complete updates from initial
memory state (i.e., S(.A') = when algorithm q'd(1) is started). Define the measures
avg(f N) and avg(tf) to be the minimum and maximum, respectively, of avg(lN(.)) over
initial memory states ± E p(D). The quantity avg([ N ) is the smallest average number
of memory accesses per update that a user can expect for a sequence of N updates and
avg(Vj) the largest.
Recall that d(4) is defined io be the final (halting) memory state for update algo-
rithm 4'd operating on initial (starting) memory state p.. Let {i }N1 be the sequence
of final (halting) memory states for the sequence of update algorithms {]Fd(i)}N invoked
on initial memory state 40 for algorithm Q'd(1) defined by i = d(i)( i-1 ) i =, 2 N.
Define avg(IN( 0 )) as follows:
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avgN(i±0 )) = I ( I P(d(i)) -i)(i)ll
d(1)ED d(2)ED d(N)ED =1 i=l
Define avg(f N ) and avg(fj,) to be
avg(f N) = rin avg(mN(m))
4Ep.(D)
avg(£f) = max avg([N(G)).
IEp,(D)
Let avg(f) = lim inf avg() and let
j-o0 * N=j
avg(I') = lim sup k )
Theorem 12
Let (D, A, UD) be a dynamic retrieval problem including a complete set of total
updates, let P be a probability distribution on D, and let the average performance mea-
sure avg(t) be as defined above.
(i) If IBI-ary system (p, aAtD) solves (D,A, UD), then
avg(f) > H(D)
where H(D) = - P(d) loglBI P(d).
dED
(ii) There exists a BI-ary system (p, aA' D) solving (DA,n UD) such that
avg(l') < H(D) + 1.
Part (i) states that for any system solving the problem, the expected number of mem-
ory accesses per update is no less than H(D). For example problem 4 solved on a binary
1 1 1
memory and the probability distribution P(d 1 ) = 4, P(d Z) = 4, P(d 3 ) = -, the lower bound
1 1 1 1 3
of part (i) is H(D) = 2 log2 1 4 log2 4 4 log 2 = 2' Consider example system 4a
including the update algorithms
4V :d write value 0 in cell 1
d write value in cell 2
write value 0 in cell 3
halt
4 d2: write value 0 in cell 1
write value 0 in cell 2
write value in cell 3
halt
T das previously defined.
3
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With the system connected to binary memory 4 3 in initial state 010, the expected
number of memory accesses for one update is
avg(ll(010))= P(dl)lId (010)1 +P(d2)l (010)1 + P(d3 )l d (010)
1 2 3
1 1 I 13+- 3+- 2 =2-4 2 - '
1 1Similarly, avg(Il(001)) = 3 and avg(tl(10)) = 2-. The quantity avg(f 1 ) is the
1
minimum over the initial memory states of avg(fl1 ()), so that avg( 1) = 2-. Simi-
, 1 3
larly, avg(t 1) = 3 . For this system avg(l) = lim avg( N ) = 23 and part (i) is
N--oo
satisfied with a strict inequality.
Part (ii) states that for any problem, there is a BI -ary ss''.-m solving the problem
such that the average number of accesses for an update is within i of the It wer bound.
For the partial example system 4b supplemented with the algorithms Ad and a/ d (which
1 2
perform correctly because p(dl) and p(d2 ) remain unchanged), the average number of
accesses is easily calculated to be avg(f) = P(dl) 3 + P(d2 ) ' 3 + P(dl) ' 1 = 2 2, since
each update algorithm makes the same number of accesses for any initial memory state.
1 1
Since avg(t) = 2 2 is still not less than H(D) + 1 = 2 T some other binary system solving
problem 4 requires still fewer accesses per update on the average.
Proof of Theorem 12:
(i) Let the sequence d(i)}il be a message to be sent from a user to a receiver as
follows (see Fig. 5). When the user makes update IJd() from initial memory state 0
the encoder monitors the memory cells accessed by update algorithm * d(l)' remem-
bering d(l)(%0), the chronological sequence of cell values read or overwritten. For
User makes N total
updates chosen independently
acccrding to prxbability
distribution P and indexed
by:
-1 -1 -i
.. [..... 1 1 _ 2 N1_
d( i) d(2) . . . dN) Eode
Noiseless chormel
with alphabet B
Receiver
ullrl~ r § g U - 1 u MZ
m ID
Fig. 5. Sending a message from ensemble D (for fixed N and n0) with entropy NH(D).
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notational convenience define li to be d(i and define to be the reverse of
sequence 'I. When f(1 halts, the encoder sends the sequence 1 over the noiseless1 d(1) 1i
channel. After repeating this process for i = 2, 3 .... N, the encoder sends the sequence
of cell values A(1) 4(2) ... .. (L(p)) of the final memory state LN-
After storing the channel values on a stack (which may need as many as N · max
dED
max I|d() I + L(p) units of stack storage) the receiver decodes the message with
E p,(D)
the aid of the representation map p, the memory size L(p), and the set of trees
associated with the set of algorithms {I d D} as follows. From the top L(p)
stack values (popped and discarded) forming LN and the representation map p, d(N)
is determined. A path through the tree associated with d(FN) is followed by popping
and discarding stack values untii reaching a terminal node q. The memory state 'LN 1'
I' N -1
determined from the formula AN-1 = d(N)(~N) = AN - q U ~q, with the representa-
tion map p yields d(N-1), and iterating this procedure yields d(N-2), d(N-3),....
d(i).
Since the encoding is a uniquely decodable code, the average encoding length
N avg( N(,0)) + L(p) must be no less than the entropy NH(D) of the message ensemble DN
(see Gallager ):
N avg([N(I 0)) + L(p) ~ NH(D).
Dividing by N and taking the lim inf of the sequence
{ min avg(lN(0))}N 1
0OEP*(D)
yields the desired result.
(ii) Given P, a Huffman representation map p:D- B* and update algorithms 9d
that write the representation for d into memory satisfy
M N, )M 0 avg([N()! < H(D + 1.
Where P is unknown, a preconstructed universal representation map (Elias 3 ) and
similar update algorithms do nearly as well, provided the more probable data bases
are assigned the shorter representations.
Consider an update algorithm that can read and then write at one address in a
single memory access. An algorithm t is a 5-tuple {sO, S, v, w, } where s is the
starting state, S is the state set including a halting state sh and a continuing state
set Sc = S - sh v:S- N+ is an address function, :S X B - B is a write function, and
a:S X B - S is a state transition function. The action of the algorithm '/ in state s at
time t is to access the address v(s). read the value b = .(v(s), t), write the value w(s,b)
so that .A(v(s), t+l ) = w(s. b), and enter state a(s, b). By combining reads and writes,
such an update algorithm might make only half the memory accesses required of more
primitive algorithms. The following theorem proves that the lower bounds of
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Theorems 10, 11, and 12 hold also for algorithms tl.
Theorem 13
Let (D, A, UD) be a dynamic retrieval problem solved by the BI -ary system
(p,a A, '.D), where 't = {Sd dE DI is a complete set of total update algorithms 'd
that can read and then write at one address in a single memory access. Let d(*±) be
the number of memory accesses by algorithm 4'd for initial memory state s± and let
avg(Q) be defined in terms of d(,). Theorems 10, 11, and 12 remain true when * D'
Vd' f d(C)' and avg(t) are replaced by t'D' d d ( )' and avg([), respectively.
Proof of Theorem 13: Associated with an update algorithm d is a tree including
a set of nodes Q and a set of branches. Among the nodes Q is a set of terminal ncdes
Qt and a set of interior nodes Qi = Q - Qt including a distinguished root node q0 . Asso-
ciated with each interior node q is an address label v(q 0 ). Associated with each branch h
of the tree is a read label W(h) E B and a write label A(h) E B.
The action of algorithm 'Id at an interior node q at time t is to read cell v(q) and
leave by the output branch h with read label w(h) = }.(v(q), t) after writing value (h) in
cell v(q) so that '(v(q), t+l) = w(h).
Associated with each node q E Q are two partial functions pq and ['q constrlcted as
follows. For the root node q, pq = = 0. If node q is connected to an output
branch h of node p. then q = p U {v(p), Z(h)} and p = p' U {v(p), w(h)}.
Let algorithm d be connected to a B -ary memory X L4p) Quotient sets Mq and
M1 are defined as previously. Properties a, b, c, and d hold with fd(t) substituted for
{d(), and hence the proofs of Theorems 10, 1 1, and 12 hold with the appropriate sub-
stitutions.
3.4 PARTIAL UPDATES
Two points should be kept in mind when reading this section. First, several results
for partial updates that reflect practical update problems can be derived from the results
for total updates. Second, the theoretical model of partial updates is probably not the
most satisfactory one.
This section closely parallels sections 3.2 and 3.3 in considering whether or not
read accesses, write accesses, and total accesses are appropriate measures for the
performance of a partial update algorithm. It will be proved that write accesses alone
is not an appropriate performance measure. It will be shown, however, that read
accesses is one measure of the complexity of a partial update. Then several results
for total accesses will be derived.
First, consider read accesses. For a dynamic retrieval system (p, aA' , K) let rk(p)
be the sequence of cell values read by update algorithm Wk before halting when started
with initial memory state AL E p(D). The following theorem proves that some partial
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updates require read accesses to memory.
Theorem 14
(i) Let (D, A, UK) be a dynamic retrieval problem including an update Uk such that
V d E Uk(D), Uk(d) = d. There is a system (p,aAq K ) solving (D, A. UK) such
that
p) E p,(D) Irk(l = 0.
(ii) There exists a dynamic retrieval problem (D, A, U) such that for any (p,aA ',)
solving the problem the following holds:
VI E p(D), Irk(u)I > 0.
Part (i) states that for any problem including a partial update Uk which leaves all
data bases in its range unchanged, there is a system solving the problem which requires
no read accesses for update Uk. Part (ii) states that for some problems, every system
solving the problem -equires read accesses. Note that some partial updates require
read accesses, while any total update can be made without read accesses (Theorem 8).
Thus read accesses is one indication of the complexity of a partial update.
Proof of Theorem 14:
(i) A partial update Uk satisfying d E Uk(D), Uk(d) = d induces a partition
on D with equivalence classes [d] defined by [d]=: = {d:E D Uk(d') = d. Let L =
[log] Bi (max [dl )1. Consider a representation map p in which the representation p(d)
dED
for d is the concatenation of an enumerative representation map [d] of the members
of the class [d] on cell addresses [1, LI and an enumerative representation map of the
partition of D. Furthermore, for the unique d' EC [d] such that Uk(d') = d' let Pd,] spec-
ify value 0 for addresses in [1, L]. An algorithm '4k that writes value 0 at addresses
in [1, L] makes update Uk on D using p.
(ii) Consider the dynamic retrieval problem (D, A, U), where D = {d1 , d2} and U is
defined by U(dl) = d2 , U(d 2 ) = d1 . Suppose the pioblem is solved by a system (p, A')
in which update algorithm never makes read accesses, and suppose that when started
with initial memo-y state 4t E p(dl), halts with final memory state p' E p (d2). Then
when started with initial memory state p.', algorithm 'if halts with final memory state ti',
since no read accesses were made, and hence algorithm ']t does not make update U.
Now consider write accesses. For a dynamic retrieval system (p, aA,' K) let Wk(GL)
be the sequence of cell values overwritten by update algorithm "'k before halting when
started with initial memory state C± E p(D). The following theorem shows that lwk(u) ]
is not an appropriate performance measure.
Corollary to Theorem 9: For any dynamic retrieval problem ( A. UK) there is a
system (p, a' t K) solving the problem such that
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I wk(4l) - 2.
Proof: One system solving the problem and never making more than 2 write accesses
uses a positional representation map (described in the proof of Theorem 9) and update
algorithms 'tk which sequentially read memory until finding .(i) = 1, set .}(i) to 0,
set (Uk(di)) to 1, and halt.
Now consider total accesses (reads and writes). Even though some updates may
require read accesses, total accesses should be another appropriate measure of update
performance. For a dynamic retrieval system (p, aA, 'K) let tk(4) be the sequence of
cell values read or overwritten by algorithm /k when started with initial memory
state IL. The following theorem proves some results for the measure O k(.) !.
Corollary to Theorem 11: Let (D. A, UK) be a dynamic retrieval problem and let the
measure Lk(G) I be as defined above.
(i) and (ii) If IBI-ary system (p, aAI4K) solves (D, A, UK), then
(i) ) k C K, E |BI k jl U p.(d)I
dEUk(D)
HiEp,(D)
(ii) k K, max I|k()[ 4 logBi I U p ,(d)I '
p,(D) CdEUk(D)
(iii) There exists a dynamic retrieval problem (D, A, U) such that no system (p,aA,9')
solving the problem attains the lower bound of part (ii).
(iv) There exists a dynamic retrieval problem (D, A, UK) including partial updates UK
and a system (p, aA'*K) solving the problem such that every update algorithm 4Ik E "'K
attains the lower bound of part (ii).
Part (i) is a statement about distributions on the update measure for any algorithm
making partial update U, and part (ii) is a statement about the maximum of the measure
over E p(D). Not all problems are solvable, however, with systems attaining the
lower bound to the maximum of the measure.
Proof:
(i) and (ii) For a partial update U in the problem (D, A, UK) consider the data struc-
ture D = {d, defined by d = D - U(D) and d= U(D). Consider the total update
U:D - d2 on data structure D. If an algorithm '4 makes update U on D using p, then
the results of Theorem 11 hold.
Let (p, a ,' K) solve (D, A, UK) and let the algorithm t E K make partial update U
on D using p. Then algorithm 4 also makes total update U on D using p defined
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Vo k E K, )9 C'E p*(D)
by p(d 1) = U p(d) and p(d 2) = U p(d).
dEd d d
(iii) For the problerr considered in the proof of Theorem 14, U(D) = D and the bound
of part (ii) becomes log1B 1 = 0.
(iv) Example 5 in Section IV will satisfy all bounds simultaneously and one of the
examples in the following discussion satisfies the bound with equality.
Two observations concerning partial updates are important. First, several results
for partial updates may be derived from the results for a single total update algorithm.
The results for partial updates are not as strong in the sense that the lower bounds are
not always attainable. The model f partial updates is not entirely satisfactory. By
allowing any map D - D to be a partial update, many partial updates are allowed that
do not reflect reasonable modifications of data bases in practical situations. Further
consideration of this problem is left for Section V.
Second, in many practical problems sets of partial updates are complete sets of total
updates when considered from the appropriate viewpoint, and hence the stronger results
of Theorem 1 l(iii) and Theorem 12 hold. These problems are generally characterized
by data bases composed of several basic elements and updates that are changes of a sin-
gle element value (see Knuth4 for examples). Recall that a data structure is a collection
of possible data bases, only a single one of which is observed.
An example problem includes a data structure cf three entry tables with integer entry
values in [0,7] (see example 1) and partial updates Unj E U = {Unj I n E [1, 3 j [0,7]}
that change the nth entry of the observed table to value j. Consider the subset of partial
updates U2 = {U 2 j j E [0,7 ]} that change the second entry value and the partition of D
into equivalence classes [dlj defined by [d1 = {d E D I d(2) = j}. The class [d]j contains
all tables with second entry value j.
Consider the data structureD = d. I j [0,7]p, where the data base d = dis the
class of tables with second entry value j. Also consider the complete set of total updates
U = {U.:D-d. j E [0,7 . Any algorithms '1 making the complete set of total
J·rc,: s-q-%E[ 3 7
updates U on D using binary representation map p must satisfy
(i) For some algorithm q'tj and some .initial memory state i E ^ (D)
ljt( 1±) >--[lOgl~ ID 1= log2 81= 3 Theorem 1(iii).
Any set of algorithms = {*j I jE [0, 7 ]} making partial updates U2 on D
using p also makes the complete set of total updates U on D using p, where p is
defined by p(d) U p(d). Thus for some partial update algorithm 4f2j and some
initial memory state E p.(D), jI2jl)j > 3.
In example static retrieval system lb, partial update algorithms 2j that sequen-
tially read the second field until finding the cell with value 1, set this cell to value 0, set
the j+lth cell of the second field to value 1 and halt may make as many as 8 memory
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accesses. In example static retrieval system la, partial update algorithms that write
the 3-bit binary representation for value j into the second field always make exactly
3 memory accesses.
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IV. TRADING RELATIONS
For any problem the measures of memory, retrieval, and update performance for
any system solving the problem satisfy a Kraft-like inequality, thereby implying certain
distributional properties for the measures. In particular, (nearly) attainable lower
bounds for worst-case and average measures can be derived from the Kraft-like inequal-
ities. A user considering one performance measure to be of paramount importance can
minimize performance in the measure with the appropriate system. A system mini-
mizing performance by one measure, however, may perform poorly by other measures.
For tables, example system la using an enumerative representation map minimized
worst-case memory and retrieval, while system lb using a concatenated positional field
representation map did not. On the other hand, system lb performed well in average
retrieval, while system la did not.
In practice, the user decides the personal relative importance of the performance
measures, and then chooses a system giving good "overall" performance. A system is
optimal with respect to a set of performance measures if any other system improving
performance in one measure degrades performance in another. In making his choice,
a user would find a set of trading relations between performance measures of optimal
systems expressed in terms of problem parameters (e.g., I DI, I DI ) most helpful. No
trading relation holds for all problems (D, A, UD) as the following example shows.
Example 5
Let D = {0,1}, 1 N where each data base d = d(l) d(2) ... d(N) is a table of N binary-
valued entries, A = {ki: "What is the value of the ith e n t r y ? " i I= [1,N]}, and U
UDU {Uij I i C [1,N] j E {0, 1}}, where UD is a complete set of total updates and Uij
is a partial update changing the it entry of the observed data base to value j. Let P
be a probability distribution on D, where P(d) = = 2.
IDI
Lower bounds on the performance measures of any binary dynamic retrieval system
solving (D, A, U) are the following.
I span (p)I >max m(d) > [log2 D I = N Theorem 3(i)
dED
-N -N
avg(m) H(D) = - 2 log;,2 = N
dED
XEA max laX(r)l >I log [ llog log{o,1} 1
rEXD
)( X EA avg(ax) >- -M P(r) log2 P(r) = { 2 log2 = 1
max max d() >-- [log2 ID = N
EEp(D)
Theorem 4(i)
Theorem 6(i)
Theorem 7 (i)
Theorem l (iii)
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{1, N} max max Itij(x) log2 2 = 1
' .Cp(D)
li E {,Z,....N} avg(f i ) > 1.
The last two bounds can be derived by noticing that Ui0 and U i l are a complete set of
total updates on D = {dg, 1 } where d = {d E D I d(i) = 0} and d I = { d E D I d(i) = 1}, but
they can be derived more easily by noticing that any nontrivial update must access at
least one memory cell.
Consider the binary dynamic retrieval system (PN' aA' I) solving (D, A, U) using the
identity representation map N' The representation PN(d) for d specifies value d(i) for
address i E [1,N]. and hence the memory measures I span (p)I, max {m(d)l, and avg(m)
dE D
are minimal. The retrieval algorithm ai reads and prints the value at address i in
1 access. The total update algorithm t d writes d into memory with N accesses, and
the partial update algorithm ij writes value j at address i in one access. A system
i, defined to be minimal with respect to a set of performance measures if no measure
can be improved by any system. The system (pN, aA,4It) is minimal with respect to the
measures discussed, since each measure equals the lower bound taken over all systems.
It is informative to investigate the characteristics of a system minimizing all perfor-
mance measures. The system minimizing worst-case memory and total update measures
in the proofs of Theorem 3(ii) and Theorem 1 1(iv) uses an enumerative represen-
tation map. while the system minimizing worst-case retrieval measures in the proof
of Theorem 6(ii) uses a concatenated field representation map in which the answer to a
question is enumeratively represented in an associated field, For problems (D, A, UD).
where the questions are independent in the sense that for any r = (r l, r 2 ... r)
E (X 1 D, 2 D, ... knD) there exists a d C D such that Ad = r, and when the size of the
answer space of each question is an integer power of I B I, a BI -ary concatenated field
representation map minimizing the worst-case retrieval measure is also a BI -ary enu-
merative representation map minimizing worst-case memory and total update measures.
For these problems and the probability distribution defined by P(d) = I , the lower|DI
bounds for average performance are equal to the lower bounds for worst-case perfor-
mance, so that average performnance measures are also minimized. Also, worst-case
and average lower bounds are derivacle for the set of partial updates each of which
changes the answer to a single question and are attainable by algorithms overwriting the
associated field.
That no trading relation between measures holds for all problems has still not been
shown, since any problem might have some solution minimizing all measures. Unfortu-
nately this is not the case either, as the following examples investigated by Elias1 4 show.
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avg(l) -- H(D) = N Theorem 12(i)
Example 6. Exact Match Question Set
Let D = {O, 1}N and let P be a probability distribution on D defined by P = 1/ DI =
2 . To questions X : "Is data base e the observed data base? in the exact match
e
question set AE = {ke e{O. 1 N = D} observed data base d gives answer '' if d = e and
'0' otherwise. Performance measures considered for binary systems solving the
dynamic retrieval problem (D, AE, UD) are span(p)! for memory, avg(Ld) for total
update, and avg(A) for retrieval. Recall that avg(Ax) is ~ P(d)i.(dm, the mini-
dEDd
mum number of accesses by a X averaged over the collection of data bases. The mea-
sure a (r)I satisfies a/r) min A(d) and thus avg(A) > avg(aX). The lower
dEDI d=r
bound on span(p)I and avg(d) is [log2 I D 1 = N, while a lower bound to avg(A x,) is 1,
since any retrieval algorithm must access at least one memory cell before printing an
answer from the binary answer space 0, 1}.
The system RN = (PN' aE'* D ) uses the identity representation map N of example 5
and attains the bound on update with total update algorithms 't d writing d(i) at address i,
i C [1, N]. The retrieval algorithm ae sequentially reads addresses i E [1, N] until either
finding a mismatch between e(i) and .(i) = d(i) in which case it prints '0' and halts, or
findirg no mismatch after reading address N in which case it prints '1' and halts. For
half the data bases d E D retrieval algorithm a e finds a mismatch in cell 1, and for half
the data bases producing the match d(l) = e(1) retrieval algorithm ae finds a mismatch
in the second cell. The number of retrieval accesses averaged over all data bases is
+ i 1 -N
avg(A) = 1 + + + .. + N_ - 2(1-2 ), which is approximately double the lower
bound.
The lower bound on the retrieval measure is attained by the system R1 = (PlaE,'D)
using a representation map pi = Pg U PN which concatenates a positional map pg with
an enumerative map PN. The positional representation p0 (d) for d specifies value 1 for
the cell whose address -1 in binary form is d, and value 0 for the other cells with
addresses in [1, 2 N]. The enumerative representation p(d) for d specifies value di)
for cell 2 N+i, i [1, N]. The retrieval algorithm a reads and prints the value in thee
cell whose address -1 in binary form is e. The update algorithm Ad first reads and
remembers p(d') for the existing data base d', while simultaneously writing p(d). Then
if d d', it sets the cell whose address -1 in binary form is d' to value 0 and sets the
cell whose address -1 in binary form is d to value 1. The memory, update, and retrieval
N 1
measures are 2 + N, N+2(1 -1), and 1.
For system RN , memory and update measures are minimal, while the retrieval mea-
sure is not. For system R 1 the retrieval measure is minimal, the update measure is
nearly minimal, but the memory measure is far from, minimal. A family of systems
{R(k) 1 k -<N-1} improves memory performance from 2N to N while allowing average
retrieval performance to slip from 1 to 2.
The representation map pk in system R(k) = (Pka E' D) concatenates a positional
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representation map for the first N-k bits of a data base with the identity representation
map. The positional representation for d specifies value 1 for the cell whose address -1
in binary form is the first N-k bits of d and specifies value 0 for other cells with
addresses in [I, 2 N-k 1 . The retrieval 2agorithm a reads the cell whose address -1 ine
binary form is the first N-k bits -i e, thern continues to check the last N-k bits of the
identity representation map for a match only when one of the 2k out of 2N data bases
matching e in the first N-k bits is observed. The update algorithm Td first reads and
remembers the identity representation for the observed data base d' while simultaneously
writing d, then if d d' updates the positional representation map with 2 additional
accesses. For system R(k) memory, update, and retrieval measures are 2N-k + N,
N +2(1 -) < N+ 2, and I + -N+k+ (1 2_k) < 1+ 2 -N+k+l. Increasing k trades improved
memory performance for reduced retrieval performance. The performance measures
of system R(N - [log N]) are less than N(1 + ) in memory, less than N(1 + 2) in
average update, and less than 1 + - in average retrieval. For sufficiently large N,
memory, update, and retrieval performance are less than a factor of E above their
bounds, and the system is nearly minimal. The family R(k) is believed to be, but has
not been proved to be, optimal. In either case the trading relations for the problem
(D, AE UD) have not proved to be very strong, since R(N - [log Ni) nearly minimizes
all measures simultaneously. The trading relations of the following problem are
stronger.
Example 7. Total Question Set
Let D = {01}N and let the total question set AT = k t t E T include all binary-valued
questions on D except strongly related or constant questions. Any binary-valued ques-
tion on D partitions D into two classes, the class [0]k = {d C D I d= 0} of all data
bases giving answer 0 and the class [1] = {d E D XI d= 1} of all data bases giving an-
swer 1. There are 2 D1 different partitions of D, but some of them correspond to strongly
related or constant questions. The two partitions {[O]X, [ ])} and {[0],,, [1]X',} where
[o0] = [1k. correspond to a pair of strongly related questions and X', since the
classes contain the same data bases and simply switch the answers given by the member
of a class (i.e., S d E D d = 1 -X'd). Elhminating pairs of strongly related questions
(arbitrarily retaining from each pair and X' the question giving answer 0 for the dis-
tirnguished data base d = 0) leaves 21 DI-1 questions, and eliminating the constant ques-
tion X, where [0]) = D, leaves ATI = D -1 - 1 = -1 questions in the reciced
question set A T. Each question Xt is indexed by a sequence t E T of 2 N-1 binary values
where the ith value in the sequence t is the answer given by the data base which is the
N-bit binary form of the number i (i.e., t lists the values Xt(d = 00... 01), Xt(d = 0... 10), ... ).
Lower bounds on the performance measures of binary systems solving (D, AT, UD) are N
for memory and update and 1 for retrieval.
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The system Rl(pl,a T'T D) uses a representation map Pi which stores the answer
to Xt about observed data base d in the cell whose address in binary form is t, and
retrieval algorithms a t which read and print the value of that cell. Update algorithms T d
which write the representation for d into memory access 2 - 1 cells, where each
cell stores the answer to one question in AT. While the algorithms D are not optimal,
we next show that optimal algorithms &'/ can at best halve this very large number of
accesses.
Consider two distinct data bases d and d', where d' 0. For every question E AT
such that d and d' give the same answer to k (i.e., d' E [d]), where [d]x is defined
to be {d' E D I d = Xd} ), there is a unique corresponding question X' E AT for which d
and d' give different answers. The question X' is the question corresponding to the par-
tition {[d] - d' D- [d] U d'}}. Including the partition {D-d', {d'}} (since the parti-
tion {D, 0} is associated with the excluded constant question) yields the fact that for
N
d d', data bases d and d' will give different answers for 22 of the questions in AT
From these considerations any update algorithm (partial or total) which changes the
existing data base and uses a representation map that associates one cell with each ques-
2 N N - -N
tion must access at least 2-2 memory cells. This yields a lower bound of 2 (1-2 )
on avg for the represesentation map Pi and probability distribution P(d) = I
IDI
The system R; = (paT, TD)does nearly this well by using a representation map p;
which is the concatenation of Pi with the identity representation map N' and using update
algorithms d that read the existing dta base d' from N while writing d into N and
2 N-2
then for d d' make the 2 necessary changes in Pi1 For this system the memory,
2 N 1 2N - -Nupdate, and retrieval measures are 2 - + N 2 (I -2 ) + N, and 1. Although
retrieval performance is minimal, memory and update performance are far from mini-
mal.
The lower bounds on memory and update are attained by the system RN = (PN' aAt''D)
using the identity representation map pN and update algorithms It d that write d(i) at
address i, i E [1, N]. Retrieval algorithms a t read addresses 1 through N to deter-
mine d before printing the answer Xtd. The system is not optimal, since some questions
(such as 'What is d(l)? ' ) can be answered with fewer than N accesses. Elias has
proved T1 that most of the retrieval algorithms must access most of the identity
representation for most of the data bases.
For retrieval and memory performance, Elias has proved 14 that max avg(A) 
XEAT
0. 226N for systems with nearly minimal memory performance, and max avg(A) is
N XEAT
near 1 only for systems with memory performance near 2 . This trading relation
between retrieval and memory performance is stronger than the relation of example 6,
since no system can have nearly minimal retrieval and memory performance.
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For retrieval and update performance, it has been proved that systems with minimal
N
retrieval performance must have update performance greater than 22 2(1 - ) which
is far from the minimal performance N. A strong trading relation between retrieval
and update performance is conjectured.
Some problems (such as example 5) are solvable with minimal systems, some (such
as example 6) are solvable with nearly minimal systems, and some (such as example 7)
lead to strong trading relations between the performance measures of optimal solutions.
Thus trading relations do not depend upon general problem parameters such as D , but
do depend upon properties of the particular problem and the performance measures con-
sidered.
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V. FURTHER PROBLEMS
Further work seems appropriate in the areas of partial updates, infinite data struc-
tures, and performance measures.
1. Partial Updates
In many practical data problems, partial updates are incremental additions or dele-
tions of information in the observed data base. For example, partial updates of a library
shelf list are generally additions or deletions of newly purchased or lost books. In
hashing systems for tables partial updates are an addition or deletion of a table entry.
The mathematical model of a partial update is not entirely satisfactory. While a
map D - D certainly includes any partial update in a practical problem with a finite col-
lection of data bases, it also includes many formal partial updates which do not reflect
sensible partial updates in practical problems. For a library shelf list a map D - D
may reflect an update to an entirely new shelf list bearing no sensible relation to the
previous shelf list. In a hashing system for tables, a map D - D may reflect an update
to an entirely new table bearing no sensible relation to the previous table. A better
model of partial updates is needed which accurately reflects sensible updates in practical
problems, but excludes formal partial updates not reflecting reasonable updates in prac-
tical problems.
One possibility is to model a partial update of a data base by a change in the answer
given to a particular question. In problems with independent questions, this change cor-
responds to a change in an entry value. In problems with some correlation between
questions, changing the answer given to a particular question will also necessarily
change the answers to other questions. For example, in library shelf lists, changing the
answer to the question "Are there any books by author Smith .. ?" may also necessarily
change the answer to the question "Are there any books on the subject physics ... ?"
As another example (Elias ), consider a finite collection of tables with the question
set How many entries have value less than x?" (one question for each value in the fixed-
entry value range). Increasing the answer to the question "How many entries have value
less than x?" necessarily increases the answers to the questions "How many entries
have values less than x+l ? "How many entries have value less than x+2?" etc.
2. Infinite Data Structures
Many partial updates in practical problems are incremental additions of information
to the observed data base. Unless some finite limit is put on the total number of incre-
mental additions allowed, the collection of possible data bases must be infinite. Standard
hashing systems for tables are restricted to tables of N or fewer entries, and hence
allow only N entry additions if no deletions are made. Practical library retrieval sys-
ternms cannot be arbitrarily restricted in this manner.
This point merits further consideration, especially since library shelf lists were
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given as an example of a collection of data bases. There is only a finite number of books
in print today, and hence only a (very large but) finite number of possible shelf lists today.
Thus it is possible to make statements about measures of static library retrieval sys-
tems (see Welch 1 2 ) and measures for partial update algorithms adding a book in print
to a shelf list. Furthermore, practical library retrieval systems must provide for addi-
tions of books not yet in print, the common provision being the addition of cards to a
card catalogue retrieval system. Note that card catalogue retrieval systems are
designed to answer an infinite set of retrieval questions, one author (title, and subject)
question for each string of roman letters. Most of these questions are rarely, if ever,
asked. Note also that for representation maps of infinite data structures, L(p) = - and
no finite memory is always sufficiently long. However, retrieval algorithms a A can
answer A about the observed data base d using p whenever connected to a memory
sufficiently large to contain a representation m E p(d) of the observed data base.
The Kraft-like inequality and average results for system memory and retrieval per-
formance are true for infinite collections of possible data bases (Elias ).
It is conjectured that the results for system update performance can also be extended
to include infinite collections of possible data bases, and further work in this area is
anticipated. Satisfactory progress in te library shelf list and similar practical
retrieval problems depends not only on this extension but also on a more satisfactory
model of partial updates.
3. Performance Measures
The number of accesses needed is one measure of the complexity of an update. The
amount of computation performed between accesses is another. For example, the enu-
merative representation map that minimizes worst-case access for total updates may
require difficult computations by the update algorithm between accesses (Cover ). Bet-
ter measures are needed for the difficulty of the computations performed by the update
algorithms.
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